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Contractors get 
audit warning 
TERRACE - - In  response to an~ 
overwhelming and  persistent 
volume of complaints about em- 
ployment practices of Northwest 
logging compani'es, the  local 
Ministry of Labour office is 
preparing to launch an investiga- 
tion. 
OFposltlon leader and B.C. New 
Democratic Party chief Mike Harcourt 
stopped in Terrace recently as part of 
a fast-moving tour of the Northwest. 
Harcourt spoke tO an audience at the 
Hapw Gang Centre on NDP policy re- 
garding native land claims, economic 
development and a variety of other 
Issues. See page 2 for story. 
Steelhead 
shortage 
spawns 
battle 1 
Bob Hooton, of the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch of the Ministry 
of Environment, has said that, 
effective last Monday morning, 
sports fishermen on the Skeena 
drainage system, or the Tseax 
and Cranberry: Rivers in the 
Lower Nass system, wil l  be 
allowed only one steelhead each 
and  then will be restricted to 
catch and release only. 
by Ted Straehan 
Gord Judzentis of Water 
WitchExcursions in Terrace 
used the opportunity of a pres 
continued on page 23 
I 
Outside 
DMe HI Lo Prec. 
Aug. 10 26 15 trace of rain 
Aug. 11 26 11 nil 
Aug. 12 19 13 5.2 mm rain 
Aug. 13 24 11 5.6 mm rain 
Aug. 14 24 9 nil 
Aug. 15 19 13 trace of rain 
Aug. 16 17 12 traceof'raln 
Roger Davis, Industrial Rela- 
tions Officer for the Terrace 
region, recently notified more 
than 140 contractors, account- 
ants and bookkeepers involved 
in Northwest logging operations 
that their payroll records will be 
audited to ensure compliance 
• with the Employment Standards 
Act. 
Davis said that in 1986 about 
50 percent of. the cases he was 
called upon to resolve were relat- 
• ed to Complaints against woods 
employers. "This year.the pace 
Seems to be about he same," he 
said. 
In a letter dated June 22 sent 
out •to the contractors, Davis 
makes particular note of the in- 
creasingly widespread practice 
0 f engaging individual, workers 
as "subcontractors" rather than 
payrolling them as employees. 
"There appears to be some con- 
fusion in the industry regarding 
what an • 'employee' is...", he 
states. ,'Just because an employ- 
er hires someone with their own 
saw and caulk boots to 'buck' 
wood and pays them on a piece 
or commission basis; that does 
NOT necessarily mean the per- 
son is a self.employed 'subcon- 
tractor'." He goes on to indicate 
that each case is assessed in, 
dividually, but "general ly 
speaking, the Ministry considers 
in the aforementioned case that 
there is an 'employer/employee, 
relationship." 
Davis noted in an interview 
that once that relationship is an 
established fact al l  the condi- 
tions of the Employment Stand- 
ards Act come into force, in- 
chiding frequency of payment, 
provisions for holiday pay to be 
shown separately from other it- 
ems, limitations on what can be 
deducted from an employee's 
paycheque, minimum daily pay 
and overtime premiums. No de- 
ductions, Davis said, except in- 
come tax, Unemployment I sur- 
ance premiums and Canada 
Pension Plan premiums can be 
taken from an employee's che- 
que without he employee's per- 
mission in writing: 
"Any agreement to waive or 
nullify the terms of the (Employ- 
ment Standards) Act is in" itself 
null and void," he Said. 
Employers can be ordered to 
compensate mployees as far 
back as six months for any de- 
ductions that ~iolate the Act. 
Unethical employment prac- 
continued on page 21 
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50 CENTS 
Equipment from Northern Mountain Helicopters of Terrace in the form of a Bell 206 chopper carrying a monsoon 
bucket came to the aid of Thornhlll volunteer flreflghters and the B.C. Forest Service In extinguishing a recent fire on 
Terrace Mountain. 
Blaze hits Terrace Mountain 
A fire on Terrace Mountain trol and put it out within about 
last week was attributed to either four hours with our Initial At- 
children playing with matches or tack crew and the assistance of a 
an abandoned campfire, accor- Northern Mountain helicopter 
ding to Ministry of Forests 
spokesman Joe Katasonoff. 
The fire had serious potential 
because it occurred, near  a 
populated area during a •time of 
high hazard on a dry south face, 
said Katasonoff. "But as it turn- 
ed out, we brought it under con- 
with a monsoon bucket, and 
help from Thornhi l l  Fire 
Department. 
"We have been trying to tell 
people to please be careful, and 
we're suggesting that parents 
kind of keep an eye on where 
their kids are ah" Katasonoff 
said. 
Two other forest fires were 
reported under control and in 
the mop-up stages about the 
same time as the Terrace Moun- 
tain fire occurred. 
Katasonoff said that one was 
an industrial fire that was 
brought under control with the 
help of DC-6 air tankers out of 
• continued onpage 23 
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Ha uurt speaks . . . . . . . . .  : '  • . :  ~ ° ! ~  " • : :  . . .  7 "  : / '  " . " . 
on DP policy 
-TERRACE .2. Over 100 local federal government's fault, i i" " ~~{" " :" " 
residents attended a no-host Inn- "We as a party made a ~ :' :'~!~'~ ]¢ ~i~,~,;~* 
cheon at the Happy Gang Centre unanimous decision at our con- ~:: ., ~~, i i !~  
recently to hear the leader of the vention in April :to clearly lay ..~;,~ ~ ' ~ =" 
B.C. New Democratic Party, out our position on aboriginal ~;~ I"  :~1~g ~'~.~ ~,. 
Mike Harcourt, talk about party rights." "~" ~ [ ff i '~  ~" 
policy and the economic future According tO Harcourt, the ~ ! ~!i ~ ° 
of northwestern British Colum- province has to sit down and ~ ~  a ~ 
bia. , work out a political settlement ~ ~ 
.Harcourt suggested that that was acceptable to everyone, 
Premier: Vander Zalm had and the NDP Party has started ~, ~ 
"blown" his eleetion mandate that - Process'. bY establishing a ~i ~ .  ~ ~ ~ ,~  t~ '.-:
and, with the NDP holding 53 committee at "the highest level" ' . . . .  
Ix'r cent of the .most recent with himself as chairman. [~T"  ~ 
Gallop Poll, he was preparing He explained that one reason i 1~/:(.~:=:. his party to lead the province for the present 12-day tour was- ~ ~. ~ ;; :~:: I '~ ! f ~] ~ii~ 
after the next provincial dec- to meet with eight ribal councils - " ~i~!~ .<.:~.~::.,~ ...  !i-~ <>! 
rich. " to establish party policy and \ .  .,..:.o.~ ..........  .... ........ : ....... ~ , 
He told his audience that the "get ready to resolve this huge ~ .- ~;:~;~:,~i~:~:~ ~ 
primary objective of the 12-day destabilizing problem in our % . ~ ~ , ~  
tour was to meet with both province ". ~ ~ ' " "  ::::~':':~#:~:~' ~ 
Native and non-native residents ECONOMIC GROWTH IN B.C. New Democratic Party leader Mike Harcourt spoke to a lunch-time crowd at the Happy Gang Centre in Terrace 
and explain to them that the key during his recent tour of the Northwest. 
tO economic growth in the pro- ~ SECONDARY INDUSTRIES 
vince was to first settle the land Harcourt said a sensible ap- 
clalms issuetogaineconomic proachtoward,forestmanage- Parent Network given credit 
stability, and then to develop merit and resource utilization is 
secondary industry to take full probably 100 years overdue and 
advantage of the province's the province has to start work- fo f di g boost 
wide-ranging resources. ing towards.these goals today, r n e w  u n n 
A secondary reason for the He said the New Democratic 
tour, Harcourt said, was to en- Party believes, "if we were great TERRACE-- In response to the shared between the three cent- Steele. 
courage local NDP organizers to tree farmers and proper announcement of an additional res, as well as a speech therapist Terrace physiotherapist Mar- 
sign up 200 new members in management techniques were $177,632 in provincial funding and new positions for a family garet Dediluke agreed with 
each riding of the province and implemented today, 25,000 to for Northwest child develop- support Worker for each Steele, saying, "Terrace has 
to raiseS600,000 province-wide 30,000 jobs could be created." merit centres, Vivian Steele, community, active parents who wanted 
to support he national election According to: Harcourt, the Chairman of the Board for the "The new position for a faint- something, and they got it." 
campaign expected next year. future of the northwest depends Terrace Child Development ly support worker is desper- " It's really exciting to have a 
During the present our, Har- on planting, thinning and fer- Centre, said, "We're ecstatic, ately needed and will provide the family support worker because 
court said he was visiting com- tilizing new forests, and then We feel the government has a professional kind of support ~ 've  never had one," Dediluke 
munities in the Northwest, the developing secondary industry responsibility and they're that many families need," she said. 
Cariboo, the southern interior to take advantage of the renew- recognizing that, It's what we've- said. "The job description as I see 
and the Fraser Valley. He said ed resource, worked toward for a long time." Steele credited the B.C. :it will be getting to know all the 
he would be returning in mid- "When you cut a tree down, Parent Network as playing a ma- parents, providing some family 
Septemb_er with eight members you've got to replant it," Har- .by Tod Straehan jor role in obtaining additional programming such as parenting 
of the Resources and Economic court said. "We seem to have funding in the Northwest. "I courses or behaviour manage- 
Development Committee of forgotten that in this province." Steele said the increased fund- feel very strongly that the Parent merit, and facilitating other ser- 
caucus for a more detailed "We also believe that when ing reflects the value of the job Network had a lot to do with vices inthe community such as 
discussion on NDP policy, you cut a tree down, there are being done by child development it," she said. "We (th.e board) social services or mental health. 
At the Happy Gang Centre more jobs that can come out of centres in Terrace, Kitimat and just sound like a lot of frustrated "They will give that little bit 
luncheon Harcourt discussed that log. The Swedes get 300 per- Smithers, and it was "high people when we speak out, but of help that people need so they 
NDP policy priorities, cent more jobs out of the same time" that these communities the parents said, 'There's a can have some time to themsel- 
"We don't think economic log and we think that we should, didn't have to organize fund problem here and we expect it to yes. There are a lot of single 
development will happen until be able to do that here in British raising projects in order to pay be dealt with.' parents who need that help, and I 
we resolve the very fundamental Columbia," he said." staff for a job that is a necessity. "They've given their role a lot think the position is going to 
issue of aboriginal rights and Harcourt said he also believes of thought and put together work more into being a facil- 
claims," said Harcourt. secondary industry is the key to She said the money Would be some good ideas, and I think itator to get the respite program 
"Until there's justice for the future success of the corn- administered out of Terrace and they will continue to be a real going." 
Native and non-native people, mercial industry in the nor- would provide two positions for supportive group, which iswhat Dediluke, who left her post- 
economic development is going thwest, physiotherapists that will be we need to keep going," said continu~ on page 19 
to be frozen.. People will not in- He said fisheries has to go .. 
vest with this state of insecurity beyond the simple processing of 
fish productsandgetintothepreparationoft~oodsforanew . . . . . . .  TEI I ACE D I I ~ r I N G  - -  all the court cases, the i '~ : i~: :~ blockades." I 
Harcourt said that Social .market created ~. the fast food " .ii i ,... , '~, . ',~ ~.."A~'.ti 'd ! [ - "~ . .  ~ ' ~ I 
Credit .ipohcy on aboriginal .industry.; t ~ • , ~!~.~[ ,4~=,~.t~,..t~¢~l~ , ' '  .,,= : , __=__ . .  ~-'~.~11 -~-~"~=:'-~-~--~  " .. rights ~~dled  the 'ostrich "Thei'~ could!'be all kinds of ,,:,', ~- ;- ,:GUtDI  theory', "Stick your head in the jobs in northwestern British Col- • ~--,- , 
sand and it'll go away. And if ,umbia, and we're.starting that '~  ~~- '~~~'~' - '~ .  .:', - 
that doesn't  work, i t 's  the continued on page 15 ' Let everyone know about your 
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LOCAL PHYSIOTHERAPIST FEARS LOWER STAN DARDS 
A recent announcement by tions, the defmition of a health the years and have to  ask that aconsultation process a l - that  not all the changes inthe , 
Minister of Health, Peter  care facility and requirements ourselves why the government is ready exists in the act and they legislation were bad or unwel- 
Dueck, that changes to the for temporary licencing of proposing these changes." would like it to remain, corned, 
Physiotherapists Act will include physiotherapists. " I f  this amendment is allowed Dediluke said that under the "~rhe other changes are really 
a new section authorizing the D~liluke said that the AMAP to stand, the association will be new act the government will be qu i te  posit ive," she said, 
government to make regulations is proud of the standard of care left with the responsibility for able to determine ~ho is quali- "because what i twi l l  allow is 
governing the educational re, in B.C. and the association fears administering the provisions of fled and what thelevel of educa- foreign-trained therapists to 
quirements for registration as a thatwith the wording of the new the act, but without he authori- tion will be. ' come into the country on a tem~ 
physiotherapist, has  not been section, the association council ty to initiate the regulations "Cabinet would have full porary basis and we 'canwork 
met enthusiastically by the will be cut out of their role in en- which are necessary." power, Befor~e, an issue always with them for up to two years. If 
Association of Physiotherapists forcing the standards of physio- Wiesman added, "We will be had to go back tO the legislature they have-the same calibre of ex- 
and Massage Practitioners of therapy care for the protection unable to accept responsibility and be debated before any perience as in our training after 
B.C. (AMAP). of the public, for the protection of the public changes were made. two years theycan write their ca. . 
Margaret Dediluke, Treasurer She also saidthat changes in unless we are left with the  "That's the.frighteningpart," am and practice indePend- ~ 
for the Chartered Physiother- three other sections of the act necessary authority under ~ the  she said. "Limiting the decision ently." ,,, 
. . . . .  may erode the standard of edu- act.', making to too small of a group 
cation in B.C. that the AMAP Dediluke said that the govern- and not getting enough input. Dediluke said this is a needed 
has tried to maintain. ment's response to that letter When you have a woblem; you change in a time when'there is a 
The three sections cover the was to say that they will "pro- have a lot of pressure from the serious hortage of therapists in 
educational requirements for bably consult with us". She said public, and it,s too easy to make the province and only 17 grad- , 
chartered and registered physic- a quick decision." uate students at UBC to fill 
therapists and massage practi- Dediluke did add. however, those jobs at the present time. 
tioners, and if the proposed lCh  amber  N . . . . . .  a th le tes  legislation became law wou ld  or thwest  
simply read that an individual ~ " 
qualifications".has"theprescribededucati°nal to d i scuss  br ing home 
labor  law bacter ia l  uvenir  . . . . . .  ' 
The act now reads, "has pass- : : )~ ~'~, 
ed the examination specified by " SO ,. /i~. : .  :,.., ~. 
the board of examiners". ' 
This implies, according to TERRACE - -  B .C . ' s  new . . . . .  
Dediluke, that some physiother- Industrial Relations Re- An outbreak of the hadar the source. "There are literally 
apists may not be required to form Act, also known as strain of salmonella infecting hundreds of different ypes;!Of 
write an exam if they can Bill 19,will be the topic of B.C. Summer Games athletes salmonella, so when you have 
• has been traced to contaminated one that's relatively unusual, 
demonstrate heir ability to the discussion at a general minister, meeting of the Terrace and chicken served in a box lunch like hadar, it's like a fingerprint, 
Margaret Dedl|uke In a letter to Dueck, AMAP District Chamber of Com, during the games, you know you have ~ a point 
apists section of the AMAP President MadgeWiesmansaid, merce to be held today, Skeena Health Unit  Chief source. 
said, "There's only one part of "Our professions have been self- Aug. 19atl l :45a.m. atthe Medical Officer, Dr. David "From these people we,ve 
the act that we're really concern- regulating sincethe introduction Inn of the West. Bowering, said that at first most narrowed it down to a box lunch 
ed about." of the Physiotherapists Act in Guest speaker will be of the cases seemed to be from that theathletes got on Sunday, 
That part, according to 1946. Government has maintain- Mike Weiler, a partner in the Terrace/Kitimat rea, but it July 26." 
Dediluke, is the addition of sec- ed control over the act but has the Vancouver law firm of was now known that there were Bowering said that some peo, 
tion 28.1 which Dueck said will allowed the association to make Schiller, Courts and Weiler, a total of 17 confirmed cases of pie eating the chicken said that it salmonella throughout B.C. tasted "off"  and warned that 
alleviate shortages of physio- its own rules and, originally, specialists in labor, employ- ' •ment and administrative Bowering said that the highest food, particularly dairy and 
therapists in northern ~nd regul~ttions, ubject to the ap- incidence of the infection seem- poultry products, has to be 
remote areas. /i provai of the Lieutenant Gover- law. A Chamber epresent' . . . . . .  • ative said Weiler has several ed to involve athletes involved incooked properly, and once cook- 
This section states that the nor. " lacrosse and skydiving, but there ed, has to be cooled quickly and 
government may make regula- "We feel that we have lived years experience as a labor • lawyer, primarily ,acting as was also at least one member of kept cold. ' 
tions on educational qualifica- up to our responsibilities over an agent for employers, the shooting team and another "Otherwise any residual 
from the baseball team. salmonella bacteria that's The meeting will be open 
" to the general public. He said that case histories of around can regrow", he said. 
those infected left no doubt as to continued on page 18 ! ! Tourlsm minister 
com ng toTerrace 
• The Minister of Tourism, Bill According to information ' 
Reid, will be in the Northwest on released by the Social Credit 
the weekend of Aug. 28 to of- Constituency Office his agenda 
ficially open Bulkley Valley will include a tour of the Mount 
Days in Smithers. Layton Hot Springs Resort in " 
During his visit Reid will also the morning; followed by a no- 
be making a brief stop in Ter- host luncheon at the resort. . 
race on Thursday, Aug. 27, to ', 
become familiar with local Residents wishing to attend , . 
events and facilities as well as to the luncheon are asked to: con- 
meet local residents and hear tact the Constituency Office at 
their concerns., 635-4215 no later than Aug. 24. 
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i t 
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' :~-~' Watch out for our i Energy, Mines and Resources Canada (EMR) 
invites you to 
GRAND OPENING . attend this seminar to be held at ~ .  ~, , : 
' . • ! . .  in the Skeena Mall ~ ~ h Inn of the West 
c:. with , Terrace • . . . .  
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7:30 p.m. 
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What Bill-19 won't do 
The B.C. government's new 
labor legislation, Bill 19, has 
been proclaimed as law, and its 
provisions are now passing from 
the realm of politics and postur- 
ing into the fields and front lines 
of labor negotiations and con- 
tract language. 
Regardless of the strongly 
worded and passionate specula- 
tions from both labor leaders 
and government as to whether 
the law will or will not work, the 
actual effects of this rather 
may not become apparent for 
years. 
The effect the legislation will 
have on organized labor may re- 
main uncertain for a long period 
of time, but its effect on non- 
union workers can be assessed 
immediately, andthat effect will 
be zero. 
Union labor is a major ele- 
ment in the B.C. workforce, but 
in terms of numbers unorganiz- 
ed workers are a far larger and 
more easily exploited group. It 
mysterious piece of legislation appears that despite a recently 
Letters to the editor will be con- 
sidered for publication only when 
signed. Please inc lude  your 
telephone number, The editor 
reserves the right to condense and 
edit letters. Opinions ,expressed 
are not necessarily those of the 
Terrace Review. 
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Established May 1, 1985 
The Terrace Review Is published each 
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Close-Up Business Services Ltd, 
Publisher: 
Mark Twyford 
Editor: 
Michael Kelly 
announced crackdown on 
Northwest logging contractors 
who :use unethical employment 
practices, the legal protection af- 
• forded forest workers and others 
simply isn't enough. 
An adequate number of con- 
firmed reports have surfaced 
over past months to demonstrate 
• that loggers in this region need 
legislative armor to defend 
themselves •against employers 
who fail to pay them, make 
suspect  "contract ing ''• ar- 
rangements with workers, and 
subject their staff to deplorable, 
unsanitary and unsafe working 
conditions. 
Tree planters, another fun- 
damentai prop of the region's 
economic foundation, pass twice 
a year like phantoms through 
the perimeter of Terrace's col- 
lective consciousness, and they 
too are  often victims of 
unscrupulous and incompetent 
employers. 
< It is a genuinelyshameful 
state of affairs that exists when 
the two groups of skilled 
workers who plant and harvest 
the natural r~ources that the 
community grows wealthy from 
are treated in this manner. 
continued on page 24 
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Strain.  of success 
showing in NDP" 
by Frank Howard 
It seems as* if the federal 
N.D.P. caucus is unable to han- 
dle success, and thus the party is 
not in the running for the seats 
of government. Recent public 
V8G 1M7 gave up for it became clear that 
Phone: 635-7840 . he, and the I~,Y thereby, did 
not  know what ~t meant. ' 
percent and 20 percent of the 
vote at election time. Heady 
enough for some M.P.'s to look 
foolish and for the total of them 
to act like they don't want to be 
government. 
Right at the peak of public 
opinion poll support we hear 
one caucus member of the 
N.D.P. saying that the party was 
prepared to accept he outcome 
of the free-trade talks which, in 
itself, was directly contrary to 
the earlier position of the party. 
The next day we see that same 
gentleman on a television ews 
cast saying that, 'well, that is not 
exactly what he meant'. What he 
meant was, - -  and at that point I
• Now we •have the  federal 
N.D,P.,eaucus making itself the 
target of ridicule and abuse by 
proposing to pull our armed 
forces out of Europe and out of 
the NATO Alliance. There is 
some merit in what they say' in 
this regard, but the tactic, if that 
i s  what it is, reflects stupidity. 
By that one headline-grabbing 
policy statement the N.D.P. has 
shifted attention away from 
Prime Minister Mulroney's re- 
cent troubles and focused it 
upon themselves. 
Conservatives, Liberals, edi- 
torial writers, and others who 
have become disenchanted with 
the two old-line parties will now 
be able to remove their artillery 
from moth balls and start shoot, 
ing at the defenceless N.D.P. 
Advancing your own cause by 
attacking someone lse is always 
a favorite tactic and, in most in- 
stances, effective. The N.D.P. 
has offered• the Conservatives a 
chance to recover lost ground. 
Conservatives can now attack 
the N.D.P. for being careless or 
subversive while Prime Minister 
Mulroney can go to cities like 
continued on page 7 
Liquor-rep ort 
depressing 
but realistic 
Hubert Beyer 
Victoria Correspondent 
The recently-completed liquor policy review is enough to turn the 
most moderate consumer of alcoholic spirits into a bona fide 
schizophrenic. 
Throughout the 70-page report, the authors paint such a depress- 
ing picture of what drinking can lead to that you begin to wonder 
whether the review wasn't commissioned by Alcoholics 
Anonymous. Not so. The review was conducted by•three govern= 
ment MLAs --  John Jansen from Chilliwack, Jim Hewitt from 
Boundary-Similkameen a d Larry Chalmers from Okanagan 
South. 
According to the many submissions the committee received, the 
cost to society of alcohol consumption, the report says, can be 
measured in the following terms: 
"Death and injury from impaired riving; violence and family 
disruption; alcoholism, liver cirrhosis, fetal alcohol syndrome, and 
other medical problems; industrial accidents and lost productivity; 
criminal activity and the tendency to progress from early alcohol 
• use to drug use." 
The City of Prince George estimated the cost of alcohol-related 
damages at $2 billion a year province-wide, a figure that was also 
suggested by other submissions. The government, on the other 
hand, offers a conservative estimate of $366 million. Bad enough, 
considering that's I0 percent of the government's health ministry 
budget. 
Elsewhere in the report, there are references to the need for tight 
control of accessibility oalcohol. Failure to keep the lid on alcohol 
distribution, and consequently accessibility, the  report says, 
couldn't help but increase the misery caused by alcohol abuse. 
Under the heading "government dilemma: social costs veisus 
economic benefits" the report ries to tackle the problem of making 
huge profits on the sale of something so potentially harmful. 
"We note the public's atisfaction linked with access to a product 
associated with relaxation and conviviality. In addition, there 
are significant economic benefits to the private and public sector 
which may be measured in terms of jobs, investment, sales, profits 
and tax revenues. Alcoholic beverages play an important role in 
tourism, hospitality and retail industries," the report says. 
Fortunately, the committee didn't stop at pointing out the pros 
and cons of drinking. After pointing out the advantages and 
hazards of alcohol, the report goes on to make 99 recommendations 
for changes in British Columbia's liquor laws. Some are minor, 
others fairly wide-reaching. 
For one thing, the report recommends against privatizing the li- 
quor distribution system because it would in all likelihood increase 
alcohol-related problems. 
The report recommends that new drivers and drivers convicted of 
impaired riving be placed on a two-year probation period during 
which they would only be allowed to drive with a blood-alcohol 
level of zero. Sounds reasonable. None of this one-drink:is-okay. 
Some of the more than 400 presentations the committee r ceived 
during the public hearings in 16 communities complained about he 
type of entertainment offered by some pubs and lounges, :and the 
report responds by recommending legislative action to prohibit strip 
shows and exotic dancing that goes beyond good taste. The ac- 
tivities the report says should be banned include live sex, c0er- 
clon and violence, be it real or simulated. 
The report recommends the establishment of more wine shops, 
the introduction of imported raft beer, an increase in the seati.ng 
capacity for cabarets to 350"from the current 225 and the introduc-' 
tion of a law that would make the possession of a knife in a licensed 
establishment illegal. 
On the preventwe side, the report recommends mandatory 
alcohol education in primary and secondary schools and increased • 
funding for treatment, education and prevention programs. 
There's one recommendation that isn't in keeping with the other- 
wise cautious approach the committee took. The report says 
beverage alcohol manufacturers should be allowed to sponsor 
professionally-sanctioned motor sports events. That 's  strange, 
especially.considering, a other recommendation, according to which 
no advertisement is o be associated with the driving of a vehicle. 
On the whole though, it's an excellent report. The majority of the 
recommendations are well worth the government!~ consideration 
and eventual implen/entati°n" 
! 
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TOuriSt : raise :: sp  
friendly anglers 
blue one" .  One of his frie 
LctLcr 
To the editor, 
We, the Kelso's and Nelson's 
of Los Angeles, California and 
La Crescenta, California wish to 
• let the citizens of Terrace. know 
whht a wonderful group of peo- 
ple reside in their community - -
principally the ones fishing on 
the bridge at Lakelse. 
Upon arriving in Terrace, we 
camped at-your municipal camp- 
ground, asked about the fishing 
possibilities and were given 
directions to the "bridge". The 
next morning the four of us got 
into our friends' motor home 
and found the bridge. Many 
lines were already in the water 
and, to our chagrin, "hot shots" 
were the lure to-use -- and we 
had just spent $32 on fishing 
equipment in Terrace without 
buying any hot shots. After 
fishing without any success, we 
went back to town and.purchas- 
ed the hot shots in a variety of 
colors. When I got back on the 
b-ridge ,and. proudly showed my 
...... , shiny silver hot shot a local 
,~  ;~.  f isherman exclaimed, ' . 'Oh this fish in, you can have it!" 
~ '~ ..... ~h~:~:  Missy, you should have bought a continued on page 6 
.AJrlRle Appei8 -- Gerald Watson Joan Cox 
I think that Spruce Is one of I think the  White • Spruce The Douglas Fir seems to be a 
B.C.'s most common and pop- should be chosen as B.C.'s of- good candidate because it is 
ular trees. The Spruce has ficlal tree, considering Its Involved with logging and  is 
been very important to the superior quality and its value attractive. ~ 
pr.0vince economically, to the B. C, economy for trade. 
. . . . .  i , DaveWaiker " ........ i . . . . . .  ' ' '~ i la  co l l lnson . . . . . . . . . . .  " "~ ..... ' . . . . . . . .  " ;  ' *  ~ ..... 
The Douglas Fir because it's Hemlock because it is one of Rodney i rwin'  
• , the most beautlfui trees, l'd say Spruce because It's a 
valuable tree. The .second 
choice would be Cedar. 
i~ds 
said he had some spray paint 
and that ought to fix it, but he 
said to go ahead and use it 
because the fish have a hard time 
• telling the difference between 
silver and bluel Putting your line 
in the water is not a small feat. I 
let Oliver, my husband, do the 
work for me as I was afraid of 
the repercussions I might receive 
if I disturbed someone's line. 
Then you sit! This time it 
wasn't long before someone yeg- 
ed, :fisht', so we all scrambled 
to reel in our lines. Our advisor 
had caught a fish! Another fish- 
erman was giving him a hard 
time as he could tell it was a 
small fish - -  so he yelled "why 
don't you leave it for bait, it's 
• only a minnow." Other remarks 
were made in the same vein as he 
worked expertly, bringing his 
fish towards him. By this time, 
'he had gone offthe bridge and 
was on the shore --  when to my. 
amazement, he called to me and 
wanted me to reel it in. I quickly 
said, "no thanks, I might 10se it 
and that would be the end of 
me". Well, he persisted and fin- 
ally said, "Missy, if you will reel 
WEST END 
CHEVRON 
Your Service Station at 
4930 Highway 16 West, 
Terrace, B.C. 
NOW UNDER 
NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
E & G E nterprises.` .. 
For Competitwe and Excellent 
Service See 
GUNTHER, KARAM or ED 
or call 
635.7228 
BRAKE SPECIALIST 
SECURITY 
MUFFLER 
"Your s/lent partner" 
. PI,ACE oMF  
~. : , . , ,~*  
7 
" . f • 
' .  : . . 
! 
Thornhill 
• , • . . ,  
/ • 
Grocery & Meat Market 
• . ! 635-6624 
ROLLED PORK ROAST 
GROUND BEEF T.BONE STEAK 
Phone in advance and have your 
Special cuts of Meat done for the 
Barbeque. 
Try us and you'll know what Quality means!! 
Lottery Centre- Fresh Produce- Post Office 
Laundromat & Take.Out-Foods 
Thornhill Grocery & Meat Market 
Open 7 Days a week 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
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A costume party marked the conclusion of this year's Summer Reading Club at the Terrace Public Library. During the 
club's six-week agenda more than 100 young members made their way through 725 books. Winners In the costume. 
contest were Kevln D0dd, Paula Howard, Dylan Gordon, Hayley Gordon, Nathan Northrldge, Ryan Prlnz, Scott North-. 
ridge and Keith Phillips. 
. . , . L  i :  • 
r ' • . ! I 
• , i ,  • • 
F! lp-fiop ,.barrler 
finaily.i:at rest . . . . .  
Terracecouncil has made a ing. It made sense at thetimeto 
final decision on dust control for move the dust control barrier to 
some Walsh Ave. residents. The  the east (Thomas) end  of the 
history of a Walsh Ave. traffic street so the three residents 
• control barrier was recalled by couldtake advantage of the new 
the city's Director of Opera--pavement on Pheasant. The city 
tigris, John Colongard, and goes 
something like this. 
Three years ago, at the request 
of homeowners living on a short 
section of Walsh Ave. between 
Pheasant and Thomas, the city 
passed a bylaw and placed a 
traffic barrier on the west (Phea- 
sant) end of•the street as a form 
of dust control. From every- 
body's point of view, including 
public works and the fire depart- 
ment, this seemed to be the most 
logical ocation for the barrier at 
the time. 
However, about wo years ago 
Pheasant Ave. ~ was paved and 
this changed everyone's think- 
I ran down the bank but then 
was scared to death as he said he 
didn't care anything about the 
f'tsh, but if I lost hiS rod and reel 
he'd throw me in the lake! Now 
how many of you anglers would 
al low someone else who was a 
novice to reel in your spring 
salmon? The fisherman was so 
helpful in showing me how to 
play the fish until it turned over 
Tour i s ts  - - cont lnu IK I f rompage5 _ Poaching fineshiked 
Boy, that was music to my ears. got the right name -- feller- Dramatic increases in penal- For convictions involving set- 
on its side, 'and then the on the bridge).:S0 you see, even 
miraculous event happened,  though we didn't catch a 
we landed the fish on shore - -  I beautiful superb salmon --  We 
had fallen over backwards but found out lots about your corn- 
saved the rod and reell When 
they weighed the fish, it was 19 
pounds. The fisherman wanted 
to punch my card so I gave it to 
him - -  but, alas, had the wrong 
kind of license! When we bought 
buncher! He explained exactly 
how it worked and even gave us 
a picture of one. This c0nversa- 
• tion then led to forest fires and 
how you combat hem here. We 
also found out how the logging 
companies'know where to log - -  
it's on a bid basis! Someone lse 
informed us hoWi"Overwaltea" 
got its name --.ybry unusual (if 
you don't know', ask someone 
ties for poaching and other wild- 
life offences, including fines of 
up to $50,000 for repeat offend- 
ers, were announced recently by 
Environment and Parks Minis- 
ter Bruce Strachan. 
"The new penalties reflect he 
serious damage inflicted On 
wildlife and lawful recreation 
when people wilfully break the  
rules,!' Strachan said. 
"The recent .decline in elk 
herds on Vancouver Island is 
one striking example of the im- 
pact of large-scalepoaching ac-
tivity, often for substantial 
monetary gain, which calls for a 
much stronger deterrent han 
has been applied ' up till now," 
the Minister said. 
ious violations such as out-of- 
season hunting, illegal sale of 
game meat or. hunting threaten- 
ed and endangered species, the 
new amendments to the Wildlife 
Act specify fines ranging from 
$200 to $10,000 for a first of- 
fence and from $1,000 to 
$50,000 for repeat offences. The 
previous maximum was $10,000. 
For other offences the max- 
imum fine has been increased 
from $1,000 to $5,000 for a first 
offence and from $2,000 to 
$10,000 for a second or subse- 
quent offence. 
In all .cases, offenders also 
risk imprisonment for up six 
months. 
munity. 
One couple was from-Ger- 
many, and the morning we had 
to leave for Stewart he caught a 
salmon. We were so pleased for 
him[ Another couple camped 
amended • their bylaw and the 
barrier was put in place. 
It  seems, however, neither end 
of the street made sense this spr- 
ing and the homeowners ug- 
gested that the barrier not be put 
in  place at al l  The city agreed 
with this idea because it seemed 
to make sense to allow access 
from either end of the street and. 
so the barrier was never put in 
place. 
In the meantime, onepiece of 
property changed hands and the 
new owner decided it would be a i 
good idea if a traffic barrier was 
placed on the east (Thomas) end 
of  the street. 
our license in Campbell River, near the bridge and were so suc- 
However, the three home- 
.owners weren't unanimous in 
their thinking and  all three 
decided it would be a good idea 
to attend a public • works com- 
mittee meeting to come to a con- 
sensus. A vote by the three re- 
sulted in one, "put it up on the 
west (Pheasant) end," one, . .  
"don't put it up at all, ' ' and 
one, "I  •don't care." 
The  city decided it was in 
everyone's best interest to go 
along with the, "put it up on the 
west (Pheasant) end," and re- 
pealed their amendment totheir 
bylaw which allowed the barrier 
to.be put in place on the west  
~heasant) end of the street. 
Everyone now seems happy 
With council's final decision and 
the tired barrier is now back 
where it started :out three years 
ago. 
May it rest in peace. 
we specifically asked for what- cessful in catching salmon. [.( C .... : " 
ever you'd need for our whole • • 
trip - -  so all we had was tidal We'll always remember the 
water. The fisherman had to comradery of all these people 
give the fish to someone else and, how hosp!table they were to [ Te ThOI  
who had a license, and he felt as: us. You snouta oe proua oz your =r 
badly as I did. Naturally, we community. We will send lois of |~  
o 
dashed down to the little store people from California to catch .It.lk 
and bought our angler license so ~elet7 se big springs! Thank you for l 
we a oe legal-- good thing, next ' "ng us be your guests. I ~ E  D O  I ~ T  
morning the game warden came Millie Kelso ! i  
to greet us, . ,  LosAngeles i~ i l tv~~~:t  :~u ~ / J  
..The people who inhabit this Editor s note: This letter was 
bndge are truly a wonderful originally received by the 7er- 
asset to your city, One of the race and District Chamber of 
fellows who sat next to me said Commerce. As nearly as we can | about the happy event by having it printed 
hadbewasa"feller'puncher'"Thatdetermine'the::Kels°sand I m e  stumped until I got up Nelsons camped atFerry Island lnmezerr__ace~cevzew, e ormsareavailableatthehospital. , ' . i i  
enough n~rve to ask him What and fished in the Lakeise River 
company:he worked for, and at  the CN Rail bridge near | Sterner  Kar l  and Betty are the proud.parents of a baby boy, 
when he:s'aid logging - -  then I Whitebottom. i ' | Chance Randall, born Aug. 11, 1987 who we,ghed 7 Ibs. 3 ozs. A bal3y 
]J' :,...,~-, * ~ '  " '. ' [ brother to Brenna. . • 
Wher, e at,...: [ [ Tuomi-- Dan and Chr,s are.happy to announce thearr,val of Aust in  I 
Jared on Aug. 13, 1,987. :,.: i:~ 
B 4 
/ Quock - '  Born to Linda and Marvin, a baby boy, TMarvin Grant Q i iock , ,  
£nteda/nmen! :. : :~ : I Jr., onAug. 1'4, 1987, weight 7 Ibs. 2 ozs. A bab~, brother for Christian 
land  Christopher. . . . .  ' ~ . . -  
' t~"~~~~--Agu idet°  " 1 I " " ' : ~ " ~ | ' I I ]~  1~ ~lB t t~ Terrace's " . I tti ' : " ~ ~ i 
| ~,~'f' ' "" ' l i l l e  ~ nig h t l i fe -  l [  ~~, 
l li'~ /~  '~',~[l~ the"who . | 
1 I/J lV  / ~  where and " I i . = . ~ , , , " . " - i '  i ' i 
, . 
• | Motor  Ente.ainment, / F ur One/, l~~ 
../~111 ,,,=,. :~.~ '41 .:2~;\\\JiJ.\-JiL ~ S '  " ' "  ~ / 
Member of AFS WIre Sorvlco Koena =a l l  \~"r~c  
I III Nll I I i_  ' I I I I I ' _ . ,,, . . . . . .  'I~ 
. .  ° - ' . , • , 
• . . . •  
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l~x Ten'ace students are presently working at the Kermode Friendship Centre, where they arrange activities for 
children. Aaron Morven, Jennifer Dew, Greg Penner, Rlnette Lagace, Susan Kuechle and Dawn Wale got summer work 
as a result of the Challenge '87 program and have enjoyed a rewarding experience. 
Student jobs 
up th)s year 
I 
-EeL-Let 
To the editor, 
We at the Canada Employ- 
merit Centre for Students would 
like to thank and congratulate 
the businesses and residents of 
Terrace: for all of their support 
for our community's students. 
• Over 200 secondary and post- 
secondary students found full- 
time employment in Terrace this 
summer, while hundreds of 
others were put to  work on a 
part-time or casual basis. 
• . r' • 
• ,&  • 
.,L- 
We would also like to tha~ 
all of you who hired a student 
during Casual Job Competition 
in July. Terrace had a 64 percent 
increase in casual jobs from last 
year due to your support. 
The Student Centre will be • 
closing Aug. 21. However, we 
will beopen again next year for 
business in April. Until then, it's 
been great working with and for 
you.  -:' 
: she rri Oman 
Annette Canute 
Student Placement Officers 
Terrace, B.C. 
• i P rob lems seen  in NDP i i tary  po l i cy  
and to say that they disagree incredible distances that near- 
with the tyrannical acts of Iran shore anti-submarine defensive 
in imprisoning other nationals posturing would have little~ef- 
and acts of piracy on interna- feet in detering a nuclear strike. 
tional waters. It Would be better to spend this 
Surely, the Iranians would be money on anti-missile missiles or 
much more likely to start a war anti-ship missiles or in develop- 
with •'the USA if no other peace ing anti-submarine self-guided 
keepers stood behind them, torpedos that could be anchored 
thereby endangering the whole in stategic locations for radio 
world, release, 
This example demonstrates Because the Soviets have such 
the need for unltyand concerted a large missile-equipped nuclear 
action in protecting int~rna- submarine fleet, they canstrike 
tional principles of freedom sug- from anywhere in the world at 
gesting an approach opposite to any country, This has made the 
theNDP position. European Berlin Wall missile- 
TheNDP steps to beef up the based defensive posturing re- 
submarine fleet for defensive dundant, because all of Europe 
purposes is also bankrupt. Mis- can be reached from any of the 
siles can be launched from such oceans aroui~d it. 
S u c c e s s  " - -  • • " "  continued from page 4 
/ 
Edmonton and 'buy' support in this great nation of Canada 
with taxpayer's money, we must focus our attention 
upon economic matters. We 
must produce more wealth ,in 
order to have the money to pay 
for social services. Armed forces 
personnel, whether in Europe or. 
Canada, do not produce wealth 
- -  they consume it. 
What a shame that the federal 
N.D.P., so well ahead in public 
opinion polls, should move itself 
towards snatching defeat from 
the jaws of victory. 
It is not the competence or in- 
competence of Generals which is 
involved, it is the imeompetence 
of the Conservatives 'which 
needs attention. It is not whether 
we should increase or decrease 
the numbers in the Armed For- 
ces that is at issue. What is at 
issue is the number of Conser- 
vative Cabinet Ministers who 
have been dishonorably dis- 
charged. The N.D.P. is as patri- 
otic as any other political party. 
Patriotism is not an issue, but 
patronage is. 
[ . 
Central 
Gifts 
This weeks Special: 
• Quite frankly I am of the opi- 
nion that the N.D.P. has defus- 
ed a political bomb which was in 
'~a position to blow the Censer- 
• vatives out Of the water. 
LoLl:or . _  
To the editor, 
The proposal by..the NDP to 
increase domestic defense and to 
cut out of NATO appears to be a 
backward step in addressing 
global peace and security needs 
and the needs of Canada. 
As  the world population 
grows and international tensions 
mount, there will be an increas- 
ing need for •countries to act in 
concert to discourage aggressive 
intrhsions by militarist nations 
onto others' sovereign soils~ ~ 
By looking out for our qFn 
national security only, as the 
NDP policy appears to aim t0- 
wards, we leave the internatiorial 
i~olicing jobs increasingly to•the 
Americans who then must bear 
the political backlash of those 
who view • their intervention as 
iimperialist intrusions. 
In • other words, if someone is 
prepared to do our dirty work 
free, why not spend the money 
on follies at ho~ae? 
This view disregards the fact 
that •the world is shrinking and 
that we must all bear more of the 
responsibility for international 
peace, and that a more con- 
certed international pproach at 
peace keeping and defense of 
sovereign ations presents a bet- 
ter deterrent to arbitrary aggres- 
sion than if nations tand alone. 
The unilateral actions by the 
USA in the Middle East in pro- 
tecting the shipping•for example, 
have destabilized the whole 
world, precisely because they are 
acting almost alone. 
France is the only other ally 
with the courage to step forward 
WOLFE POINT 
FALLING d 
LTD. Plates 
Do you want to 30%. 
& re.move trees 
m your yard? .E-  ,,  50% 
Need some ' 
land cleared? OFF 
• 
Central Gifts 
3237. Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
635-3334 
' ~" CALL TOM! 
635-7259 
It makes much more sense 
that international peace in- 
itiatives must be. directed to- 
wards a battery of • diplomacy 
aimed at getting communists to 
drop their international revolu- 
tion ambitions; encourage more 
effective multi-lateral concerted 
actions by joint peace-keeping 1 
forces acting swiftly and strong- 
ly to deter aggression by tyrants, 
and by Canada contributing 
strongly to that role; and by 
developing h!ghly mobile anti- 
submarine i~telligence andl at- 
tack capabilities and mobile 
anti-missile capability all the 
while improving anti-aircraft 
capability. 
I agree that there should • be a 
strong~ reserve capability at 
FREE ESTIMATES w FULLY INSURED 
homel 'We mustnot forgetlt~ 
only the strong todaye~oy ~ 
freedom of choice democracy 
has to offer, and one cannot 
negotiate from a position •o f  
weakness with those that would 
take away the remaining free- 
doms We forgot to fritter away 
with domestic apathy i and bur- 
geoning excessive legislation. 
I urge the NDP to reconsider 
the direction of their • military 
policy, so that international 
peace initiativesare put ahead 0f 
petty domestic finance, and so 
that American bl0odjsn't sac'ri- 
riced for us when there is no  
need for it to be, with a strong 
NATO alliance,'.. i 
Jorma Jyrkkanen 
Terrace, B.C. 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION'S 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
Tuesday, September 22, 1987 
8:00 p.m. in the 
ELKS LODGE 
2822 TetrauIt AvenUe, TerraCe 
The business will consist of the election of members 
to the society, the election of members to serve Onthe 
Hospital ~ Board of Trustees, ' and present0tion of 
reports covering the year 1986-87. In order4or new 
• membersto be eligible to vote, memberships;must be 
purchased before Monday, August 24, 1987 from the 
Hospital Reception desk or by sending the completed 
application below, along with $1.00 (one doll~) to: 
R F MILLSMEMORIAL HOSPITAL!! ".~," 
4720 Haugland Avenue ' ~ 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
Attention: Executive Secretary 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
HOSPITAL SOCIETY 
P lease  • pr int :  . - 
Dat  : . . . .  ~ . . , . . . . .19  . . . .  
Ms .M iss  L) 
Mr.Mrs.................................................., 
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SPORTS 
Scrub softball 
series to start 
This year's annual Terrace 
scrub slo-pitch softball tourna- 
ment for mixed teams has at- 
tracted 32 teams for action dur- 
ing the week Aug. 23 - 30. 
It starts Sunday with eight 
games,at ballparks around town 
and in Thornhill. Then it's eight 
games nightly from Monday to 
Fr iday.  
The initial 48 games are part 
of round-robin preliminaries 
whereby teams are split into 
eight four-team divisions. The 
top two teams aftes: round-robin 
advance to a 16-team single eli- 
mination on the 29th and 30th. 
A complete round-robin sched- 
ule can be found in this week's 
scoreboard. 
Entries are Jokers, Brewmast- 
ers, Giver Gang, Castouts, Con- 
trolled Violence, Telkwa Roof- 
ing; Reel Inn Raiders, Kermode 
Kubs, To lsec  Alarmers, All 
Seasons Expose, Garfields, 
Hilltop Royals, Green Team, 
Skeena Cellulose, Moonliter 
Custom, Molson Canadians, 
Coors Crew, Skeena Sawmills, 
Here for the Beer, Zig Zigs, 
Hagen's Heroes, Psycho Chick- 
ens, Library Bookworms, First 
Choice Travel, Mohawk Maul- 
ers, Left-Overs, Lazelle Dental, 
C.N.R.A., Family Connection, 
Lost Causes, Schmitty's Ex- 
cavating and Kermode Friends. 
Charity golf day 
A charity golf tournament for 
Terrace is coming up this Sun- 
day at the Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club. 
It's sponsored by C.F.T.K 
Radio and the Inn of the West 
hotel. It's $60 per person for this 
18-hole event that features two 
par-three holes where cars can 
be won for a hole-in-one. 
The format is two-ball, alter- 
hate shot. Golfers go into four- 
somes drawn up by organizers. 
The emphasis on this Aug. 23 
tournament is strictly fun, but 
there's lots of prizes, including a 
chance to win a round-trip lane 
ticket for two to Los Angeles. 
Each golfer gets a gift package 
on arrival at the course for regis- 
tration. The entry fee includes 
refreshments, lunch, an awards 
banquet and fun, fun, fun. 
The big winner will be Terrace 
charity as all .proceeds are 
ticketed for the needy. 
Entries are limited, so golfers 
should sign up as soon as possi- 
ble. Forms are available at the 
Inn of the West or the Skeena 
Broadcasters office. 
Terrace H iki ng 
Club weekend 
events set 
Aug. 23 - -  Sunday - -  Mount Allard - -  18 rni. north of Ter race-  
Kelly leader - -  798-2535. This is about 2 miles uphill, trail ribboned 
and some slashing done earlier. Bring your tools so we can cut a bit 
more. Not too steep but definitely uphill. Meet atlibrary at 9 a.m. 
Aug. 30 - -  Sunday - -  Sleeping Beauty Mountain - -  Jorma leader 
- -  no phone number available. Meet at library at 9 a.m. This can be 
a long hike if we try to go the distance - -  or stop when you need to. 
Sept. 5 - 6 --  Sat.-Sun. - -  Overnight at Comeau Road area in the 
Rocher de Boule - -  above Seeley Lake, 8 mi. west of Hazelton. 
There are several hikes possible from camp - -  will try to get a 4 
W.D. to take us and packs up the 3 miles of fairly steep road, may 
cost $2 - $3 each for the ride up the mountain. Vicki leader - -  
635-2935. Meet at the library Saturday at 9 a.m. Weather permit- 
ting. 
Sept. 13 - -  Sunday - -  Andesite Mountain - -  32 mi. west of Terrace 
on Highway 16. Jorma leader - -meet  at library at 9 a.m. Fairly 
s teep-  about 3 miles. 
"~ i " p I ° .  
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The Scores are . 
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. . TERRACE ANNUAL"SCRUB SOFTBALL " "" ~ ' " .-.. 
- TOURNAMENT ' 
SCHEDULE FOR. PRELIMINARY ROUND :,-. 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 23 ~ 
• " " FIELD G~,ME ..=k,.,i ~ ; .  
Cassle Hall No. 2 7 p.m. Jokers vs .Brewmasters  -.-. 
NWCC 7 p.m. Giver Gang vs. Castouts " '" 
Skeenavlew 7 p.m. Control led Violence vs. Telkwa Roofing , 
Thorn.  Com. Gr. 7 p.m. Reel Inn Raiders vs. Kermode Kubs .. -. " 
Uplands 7 p.m. Tolsec Alarmers vs. Al l  seasons Expose 
Clarence M• No• 1 ~ /~ :  ....... 
7 p.m. Garf lelds vs. Hil l  Top Royals " 
Clarence M. No. 2 
7 p.m. Green Team vs. Skeena Cel lulose , "  • 
Skeena Jr. Moonl i ter  Custom vs, Molson Canadians •, • 
MONDAY, AUGUST 24 : ,  - 
Cassie Hall No. 2 . . . . . . . . . .  
7 p.m. Coors Crew vs. Skeena Sawmil ls  
NWCC 7 p:m. Here for the Beer vs. Zig Zags '•:.': 
Skeenavlew 7 p.m. Hagens Heros vs. Psycho Chickens • " •~.~' 
Thorn• Com. Gr. 7 p.m. Library Bookworms vs. First Choice Travel " ,• .~ ;~ 
Uplands 7 p.m. Mohawk Maulers vs. Leftovers .... : . " 
Clarence M. No• 1 
8 p.m. Lazelle Dental Impressions vs. C.N.R.A. ~ - . 
C larence M. No. 2 , • .. - 
8 p.m. Family Connect ion vs. Lost Cause 
Skeena-Jr. Schmitty 's  Excavat ing vs. Kermode Friends . . . . .  
TUESDAY, AUGUST 25 .-. , ...... .... 
Cassle Hall No. 2 7 p.m. Al l  Season Expose vs. Hil l  Top Royals 
NWCC 7 p.m, Green Team vs. Moonl iter Custom _ :.  ..... ~:. ,,. 
Skeenaview Skeena Cel lulose vs. Molson Canadians 
Thorn. Com. Gr. 7 p.m. The Jokers vs. Giver Gang . . -- ~1" " ~--" "~ ; ~ 7 
Uplands 7 p.m. Brewmasters vs. Casl~outs. - . " .~: .:- 
Clarence M. No. 1 - :  " 
8p .m.  Control led Violence vs. Reel Inn Raiders , • t -':,' " 
Clarence M. No. 2 ~'i 
8 p.m, Telkwa Roofing vs. Kermode Kubs ,. . -'i" .... ~, .":; .~, 
Skeena Jr. Tolsec Alarmers.vs. Garflelds .... ": :~ 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 26 " '~ ""'-" ':" 
.Cassle Hall No. 2 7 p.m. Leftovers vs. C•N•R.A. ~ ' : ...... 
NWCC7 p.m. Family Connect. vs. SchmittY's Excavat ing : , :  . ~. ~. ~::~ v
Skeenavlew 7 p.m. Lost Causes vs. Kermode Friends ": ' ': ~' ~" ;~ ~' ~:' =-:~" " 
Thorn. Com. Gr. 7 p.m. Coors Crew vs: Here for the Beer : . . . . .  - 
Uplands 7 p.m. Skeena Sawmil ls  vs. Zig Zags .-~,- - . . . . . . .  
Clarence M. No. 1 "~ ' ' ' ~ - ~.- , . : . '  : 
8 p.m. Hagens Heros vs. Library Bookworms 
Clarence M. No. 2 . . . .  ° 
8 p.m. Psycho Chickens vs. First Choice Travel 
Skeena Jr• 8 p.m. Mohawk Maulers vs. Laz~lle Dental Im. 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 27 ~ "'  
" " ,Cassle Ha i lNo .  2 7 p.m. Control led Violence vs. Kermode Kubs --. / 
NWCC 7 p.m. Telkwa Roofing vs. Reel Inn Raiders . . . .  : 
Skeenavlew 7 p.m. Tolsec Alarmers vs. Hil l .Top Royals - , ,., . ; .  . . . 
Thorn. Com. Gr. 7 p.m. Al l  Seasons Expose vs. Garf lelds 
Uplands 7 p.m. Green Team vs. Molson Canadians . :- " 
Clarence M• No. 1 • ,: , 
8 p.m. Skeena Cel lu lose vs. Moonl l ter  Custom • • : 
Clarence M. No. 2 
8 p.m. -. The Jokers vs. Castouts ~ " • 
Skeena  Jr..8 p.m. Brewmasters vs. Giver Gang : : " " : 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 28 
Cass leHa l l  No. 2 7 p.m. Hagen Heros vs. First Choice Travel 
NWCC.7 p.m. Psycho Chickens vs. Library Bookworms . . . . . . . . .  = : " ' " 
Skeenaview 7 p.m. . Mohawk Maulers vs. C.N.R.A. -~ = 
Thorn, Com. Gr. 7 p:m, Leftovers vs. Lazelle Dental Impressions 
Clarence M., No. 1 .. 
7 p.m. Family Connect ion vs. Kermode Friends 
C larence  M. No. 2 
7 p.m. Lost Causes ,/s. Schmitty's Excavating 
Skeena ,Jr..7 p:m. coors' c rew vs. z ig  zags 
Riverside 7 p.m. Skeena Sawmil ls  vs. Here for the Beer 
sponsored by ... 
Braid Ir urance 
 cncics Ltd. 
Come in to  our  o f f i ce  at 
4648 Lake lse  Ave. ,  Ter race  
Phone  638-8581 
A complete personalized 
Insurance Agency for 
Home • Life • Fire 
Boat • Business 
] 
AUTHORIZED AGENTS 
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Clark seeks more gold Va[a winner 
World record-holder Paul races, plus the 800 and whatever As to the future, Clark hopes 
Clark heads out for more dis- 
abled sports action this month, 
and will"be at Brantford, On- 
tario for championship events 
starting next Tuesday. 
Clark will likely race in his 
three world record, events - -  
400, 1,500 and 5,000-meter 
else he feels he's up to. The big 
track meet runs from Aug. 25 to 
29. 
He hopes to be finished in 
time for the 15-kilometer ace at 
the Wheels-of-Fire vent at Seat. 
tie on Aug. 30. Last year Paul 
flipped his wheelchair and broke 
his arm at Seattle. 
to be one of the wheelchair 
athletes elected to compete dur- 
ing the 1988 Olympics in South 
Korea. 
Young basketball stars from 
Terrace and Kitimat were mem- 
bers of the B.C.  Junior 
Women's team that won the na- 
tional championship n playoffs 
at Lethbridge earlier this mouth. 
Terrace,s Val Philpott and 
Kitimat's Issy Maryntschak 
helped B.C. to the title, won 
with a 73-64 victory over Quebec 
in the final. 
The B.C. boys' team also won 
their division by beating OntariO 
93-71 in the final. 
• , . , ,  . . . . .  , , , , ,  , , , , ,  
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Terrace 
golfer 
tops men's 
seniors 
Veteran Terrace golfer John 
Yasinchuk shot a 157 to win 
overall.low gross honors for men 
at the annual Northwest Open 
men's and women's 36-hole 
seniors' golf tournament at 
Prince Rupert on the Aug. 8 
weekend. 
On the women's side, 
Rupert's Rose Marion shot a 186 
win to take her section. 
In the overall low net 
category, AI Manson shot 131 
for the men's win while J.D. 
Arney had a 150 for the women. 
In men's/play for the champ 
ionship flight, Buster Patterson 
of Terrace took the gross with 
SergioCachero of Rupert win- 
ning t.he net. 
The first flight gross and net 
winners, John Ross and Doug 
Kerr, are ,both from the coast 
community, while local golfers 
Dave Diotte and Wally Antilla 
did likewise for the third flight. 
The tournament attracted 53 
golfers-- 15 women and 38 
men. 
Terrace .... 
teams in 
Smlthers 
Kamloops 
Westpoint Rentals went to the 
Terrace 
? 
:~ , . ,  . .  
Slo-pitch prize Winners 
The Prince George Video Pop team won top money of $1,500 st therecent B,C. Day weekend men's slo-pltch softball 
tournament in Terrace. They beat Weetpoint Rentals 9-6 In the deciding game. ..... ' 
Skateboarders seek track 
TERRACE --Skateboarding is 
a sport hat has faded in and out 
for many years, but while the 
fad appears to emerge for only 
short periods of time enthusiasts 
are born. 
by Pldlip Mnsselman 
A fair number of Terrace 
youths have been skateboarding 
all over town this summer, prac- 
tising and just enjoying the fast- 
paced activity. 
James McGettigan, Blake 
Rossiter, and John Hall are 
three of these enthusiasts, 
always looking for a place to 
skate. 
',As skateboarders we receive 
a lot of ,harassment," said 
McGettigan, "people are con- 
stantly telling us to 'get off  the 
road', 'get off the sidewalk', 
'get out of the parking lot'; it,s 
getting so that there's nowhere 
left to skate." 
Senior 'B'. men's slo-pitch 
championships atKamloops on The three friends have been 
the Aug. 8 weekend. They didn't: kicked out of ~anywhere from 
win this 16-teamseries. school grounds to empty park- 
ing lots. "People just don't like 
Four other Terrace men's lo- -skateboarding," Rossiter com- 
pitch teams went to the first an- mented, "it appears as if they 
nual Smithers Tournament on 
the same weekend. They did 
much better. 
think that we're juvenile delin- 
quents or something." For the 
biggest part the group hates be- 
ing treated like irresponsible 
people. "All we want to do is en- 
joy the sport," the three friends 
said. 
According to Hall none of the 
group have been able to skate- 
board in a single place for much 
Westpoint posted'a win over 
Prince George Engine in their 
first game, but they lost their 
next two matches and were elim- 
inated. Richmond won the B.C. 
title. - 
more than ten minutes without 
At smithers, the hometown being chased away by angry 
Hudson Bay Lodge Blues down- residents. "We're not doing 
ed Terrace Kluss-Trucking in the anything wrong, we're just 
Ten'ace skateboard enthusiasts (left to right) James McGettigan, John Hall 
and Blake Rossiter are finding their chosen sport difficult o practice in the 
community. Constant harassment and an overall negative attitude towards 
skateboarding have made it hard for the three youths to find a safe place to 
exercise. 
ed. The friends feel that they we could safely skate and where 
have just asmuch right to utilize- :we were supposed to be." 
public property as c~c~ts do, '-: As ' it stands thetocal enthus- 
they feel thatthe sport is just'as iasts will have t0keep searching 
safe• or safer than cycling: for good surfaces where they can 
: " 'V h d , I_. e ear of more accidents practise and have fun. "It would 
concerning bikes than I have of keep us off the streets," Hall 
people getting hurt on skate- said, "but it's a constant strug- 
-boards;" McGettigan said. gie." 
The group is constantly ook- "We think that if there are 
ing for a perfect place to practise facilities provided for tennis, 
their sport, where the pavement baseball, ~ BMX racing, swim- 
isn'tcovered with stones, and ming, and the like, why 
there is a little bit of a hill to shouldn't skateboarders be able 
skate down; A main concern is to have the same advantage?" 
staying away. from people who McGettisan concluded. 
dislike skateboarding so that 
hard feelings aren't a problem. " -- 
"We'd like to see the city or 
someone build a place just for 
skateboarding," McGettigan 
admitted, "no one could be an- 
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Bikers 
blanked 
tario girl who picked up a 
fourth-place award. Fifty-six 
Canadians participated. 
Next year the championships 
will be held in Chile. Australia 
has the 1989 championships and 
have announced they'll hold 
theirs indoors. France holds the 
event in 1990. 
Allison 
best in 
butterfly 
Kitlmat Marlin Club swimmer 
Allison Barriscale pickedup two 
honors during the far western 
age group swim championships 
at Concorde, California earlier 
this month. 
The talented. 1 l-year-old 
cracked the American r~0rd for 
the l I and 12 age group in the 
50-meter butterfly race. 
Allison's effort earned her the 
award for the outstanding fe- 
male sWimmer on the B.C. team. 
More than 1,000 swimmers from 
around the world took part in 
this prestigioUs event. 
ur store for 
12-team final to win topmoney skating around,!' Hall explain= noyed if we had a place where ~ ~ 
of $1,000. Kluss took home $500 for second place. ~ . FaShionable a. / l. ' ) (jf[iE,Fabric,.. 
Another Terrace team -- Ter- ~, J 
race Builders won $300 for third 
place. In the consolation play- Crafts [ • . 
off, Hetherington and Hooper I I~  & I > 
beat out Telkwa Merchants to 
win $200. " ., Com In and.see our • 
4914 Halllwel, Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. r ~ n e W  Fall Collection. 
prizes.GlenThornsenofTerraceThree individuals w n $50 = ~  4914HalllwellAven?*'l'errace'B'C' 1 - 
.Loggers was named most valu- FREE DEMONSTRATIONS ~k"~= . . . "~ 
able player. Randy Brandevilie Classes in Ceramics and Papier Tole art for of Husqvarna, White Elna and Riccar ~ "( ~"~ T 
of Smithers Oldtimers was best beginners and advanced, starting in September! sewing machines and sergers. ~ ~J  
Outfielder, and Gord Young of TO sign up, drop in or call Fran now: 
Hudson Bay was best infielder, 
Tuesday to Saturday 638-1078 638-1335 in a special fun event, Terrace between 2 & 4 p.m. 
Loggers picked up $50 for win- 3308 Kalum St. Terrace, B.C. 
ning the 'Ball Olympics', ,, 
The only Canadian to win a 
trophy was a nine-year-old On- 
Four Northwest area 
youngsters failed to gain top 
positions at the World B.M.X. 
bike. racing championships at 
Orlando, Florida' earlier this 
month. 
Up against more than 2,000 
competitors from 23 countries, 
only one of our riders managed 
to get into the second section of 
motes. 
Kitimat's Reg McNab scored 
i'enough points in his three 
preliminary races to move up 
against stronger opposition, but 
was later eliminated in his se- 
cond round. 
Prince Rupert's Jeff Babuin 
lost out in advancing by one 
point to an Australian rider. 
Both • Darren Connolly of 
Kitimat and Clayton Stephens of 
Terrace also missed on moving 
up. They each took a spill or 
wipeout which curtailed chances 
of moving up. 
American riders cleaned up on 
all the visitors, winning more 
than 90. percent of the events, 
• • . • , 
at world 
contest 
. . . .  , , , '+  . - , • 
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Quick and easy . , .  
TERRACE 
BUSINESS GUIDE 
Transmissions 
, Exchange, Rebuilt 
• Parts , Repairs 
Automotive and marine 
Your local, on the spot specialists 
for over 16 years 
For tile best in maintena.ce or repair..,' 
I ERRACE I RANSMISSi0N 
4419 Legion Ave., Terrace 
625.26n0 After hours: 635-6937 
-PR0 TECH ELECTRONICS. 
4519 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
635-5134 
Complete electronlcs 
repair services 
Service centre i~or most 
major brands 
Satellte ]'V systems 
Thornhiil Grocery 
& Laundromat 
• Open 7days a week8a.m. • 11 p.m. 
• Fresh meat cut daily 
• Fresh produce, 'Take, out' foods 
• Post office 
635-6624 
across from Thornhill Elementary 
KALUM ELECTRIC 
Major Appliances: 
Frigidaire Electrohome 
Westinghouse Quasar T.V. 
Sales & Service VCR 
Parts Depot We service 
for all makes all makes 
Kalum Electric Ltd. m, ~,,,m s,635-6286 
Doug and Marg Mumford will 
be moving to Richmond, B.C. 
The facility will be operated 
by their daughter Diane and her 
husband Kelly Francis. , 
The Mumfords will be taking 
up a new challenge in Richmond 
- - - - I ~  ' 
Poo, a spas 
Chemicals and I ~ ~  
All Accessories I~~-+N~~g CONTRACTING 
• . ~.~ ~::=~..-". 
Northwest Consolidated " Commercial & Residential Construction, 
Maintenance, Repairs & Renovations 
Suppv Ltd. Wood Stove tns~mms 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 4-3916 MOUNTAINVIEW AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 635-5859 
' -" Speclallzlng I, 
N t l r  13 yunl  of llvlng In Terrace, Doug and MargMumford are turnlng over "-- " , ,~j .~. a. 1.a.~, "=" ,~ 4x4 and 
their Terrace bowling business to a daughter and son-inaaw and moving to /BUS INESS SERVICES c ~ J i  
the Lower Mainland. +. , TYPING ~ Automatic 
ca l  res id  t s  + VOICEPAGERS . PHOTOCOPYING ~:' Transmission Lo  en  + ++ .o+..+++.+,+o + +o+ i Repairs 
638-8195 co.t ,.,o 
#1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. V86 2N4 Repe ls  Ltd  635.6967322° River Dr.. Terrace 
moving south s .,,o. Inflatable Boat Repairs • TERRACE LTD. Durable -- High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs "elb 
After operating the "i'errace Mumford has also been an 4711-A Kelth Ave. , , ,a , ,  We specialize In Conveyer Belt 
Bowling Alley for 13 years, alderman . . . .  ;U tJI|I--'~II~IaS Instalations, Splicing, and Repairs. 
Vulcanizing and Pulley Lagging. 
ICBC claims handled promptly 24 HOUR SERVICE HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
638-1166 + 638.066C3ONTRACTING SERVICES 
. . . . . .  me.ss: 
in Terrace and has i AU|  Sp I}c] I IHSt$  ! 
.done his share of community 
participation. 
Marg Mumford has been on 
the B.C. Master Bowlers 
Association Board of Directors 
for seven years. 
The Mumfords have also been 
long-term Legion members. 
According to Doug, the move 
should be a challenge that they 
will both enjoyi but if Richmond 
and will begin again. In 1969 
they began running a foster 
home in Kitimat, and then they 
moved to Terrace after some 
MERCCRUISERS + MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
• HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS ' . 
SHINOAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7550 • ' & POWER PRODUCTS 
traveWng to establish the bowl isn't all its cracked U I1 
. . . . .  " p tobeaf te r  I KEN'S MARINE mg lanes as mcir place o f  a year they may be back. 
business,... . . . . . . .  "Terrace has:~ been good to ~ . . . .  
uoug Mumford has been a us," Mare M m n d exnlained' 4946 Greig Ave. Phone-635.2~-~ -
, .  u for___,. . . . . . .  • ' - -  & GMaster bowler for about 18 "we are thankl;~-I for the educe- ' 
_y_ears, and m,1985 he was B.C.'s tion and rewards that have come .: 
Master Bowler of the Year. from the community." B 
GROCERY 
Laundromat. & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 daily 
2701 S. Kalum " 635-6180 
Industrial 638-1876 
Commercial & " , / '~"  
Residential ~k ) ,  
Wlrlng. ~_ 
Nate's ,Electric 
Nathan Waddef l  - -  Electrical Contractor 
4931 I.ezelle Ave., Terrace 
I I I I  + 
MEMORIAL MONUMENTS & 
BRONZE PLAQUES 
635-2444 
(24 hour answering and pager systems) 
1 DOC'S CARTAGE 
AND STORAGE CO. (1984)LTD. 
Agents for ,., t fuNrrED 
United Van Lines q lUNITED .:,. . ,~u~,,rr+o 
. . . .  across town or across the nation. 
: i " 635-2728 
3111 Blakeburn St., Terrace~ B.C. 
• In Kltlmat -- Phone 632.2544 
: Sales and Service for 
• Motorcycles * Chainaaws ' ~~i l l r  
" Snowmobiles , Madne Supplies 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
• SALES.+~-LTD, 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
Contact 
WESERVE THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
| Terrace Review 
. . . . . . . . .  . .  
McKay's Funeral Services Ltd.-Terrace Crematorium e l  4535 Greig Avenue - Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-7840 4626 Davis Avenue., Terrace, B.C. 
. . . .  . • . .  L ¸ - -  I '  ' I I I 
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Vandalism feared 
for bandshell 
TEREACE - -  Although there 
-hasn't been a great rash of van- 
dalism in Terrace this year, some 
people are concerned that the 
new bandshell in George Little 
Memorial Park may become a 
target in the future. 
Terrace Parks and Recreation 
Director Steve Scott said, 
"Generally it hasn't been a bad 
year for vandalism, but we have 
had some specificinstanees and 
we still experience a fair amount 
of vandalism with the plants and 
trees in the park. 
"That's the area that's most 
discouraging, because young 
treeshave a hardenough time 
getting established as it is, and if 
you have people running over 
them with their cars or yanking 
limbs off them it's difficult to 
keep up the appearance of the 
park." 
Scott said that two of the 
worst cases in recent months 
were some maple trees on the 
west side of the park which were 
destroyed when someone drove 
their car on the grassed area, 
and a large spruce tree in the 
northeast corner that was cut 
down last December, apparently 
for a Christmas tree. 
He said that this type of van- 
dalism costs the taxpayers 
money and replacing damaged 
trees, depending on their size, 
can run as high as $350 each. 
"Summer seems to be the 
worst time, probably because of 
the traffic," said Scott, "and 
vandalism can be something as 
obvious as knocking down a 
tree, or as unobvious as throw- 
ing down your beer bottle cap or 
beer bottle. I consider that van- 
dalism too - -  it's unsightly, it 
becomes a nuisance to L, the 
public, and it's illegal." 
Scott said that he hopes the 
bandsheU, as well as the rest of 
the park, will be vandal free in 
the future and said the bandshell 
would be lit at night. The City is 
adding additional exterior 
lighting to the library as well to 
discourage after-dark loitering. 
He said the RCMP patrol all 
recreational areas and schools 
on a fairly regular basis, and 
where there have been com- 
plaints of Vandalism they in- 
crease the number of patrols~ 
But, he said, they can't patrol 
all of those areas and the public 
have a responsibility to report 
anything they feel is suspicious. 
"The  publ ic  have to 
remember that it's their park 
and we're only the caretakers. 
So it's just like watching your 
own yard and house - -  if you see 
something - -  I think there's a 
duty to report it. 
"It 's your tax dollar you're 
saving. Anything that isn't right 
--  get a number of licence .-- 
tearing up trees we definitely 
want to hear about. All it. takes 
is a phone call and the sooner we 
know it's happening, the more 
we can do. 
I .... 
RCMP Staff Sargeant Len 
Jarvis offered this advice if a 
:resident witnesses anything that 
doesn't appear to be right: 
Don't try to play the role of the 
police. Record as much informa- 
tion as possible, descriptions of 
"-individuals and vehicles, and 
phone the RCMP at 635-4911 
immediately. He said that the 
names• of people reporting 
crimes are confidential and are 
not to be released to the public. 
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Five generations 
Young Roxannel McLean's first birthday was the occasion for a recent, family gathering in 'Terrace that spanned five 
generations. Mary Wesley, holding Roxanne, was born May 28, 1902 at Port Essington and now lives in Kitsegukla.. 
Back row (left to right) are Terrace resident Llnda Mercer; grandmother of Roxanne; great grandmother, Violet 
Williams of Kitwancool; and mother Susan McLean, a resident of Terrace. 
Official bird to be ct osen 
Seven candidates for B.C.'s 
official bird have been announc- 
ed by the Ministry of Environ- 
ment and Parks, and the win- 
ning species will be chosen by 
B.C. residents. 
by Philip Musselman 
Birds on the short list are: the 
Varied. Thrush, the Trumpeter 
Residents will be able to get their 
ballots at B.C. Parks Visitor In- 
formation Centres, Ministry of 
Environment and Parks offices, 
or any Government Agent's of- 
flee. The deadline for submis- 
sion of ballots will be on Oc- 
tober 31, 1987. 
Each bird chosen as a can- 
didate is generally common 
An information kit" on the 
birds will be available to every 
elementary school classroom in 
the province. Residents are ask- 
ed to consider the choices 
thoroughly before• voting by  
researching the nature of the 
candidate species. 
Three"of the chosen species 
are known to be living in the 
SWIF "V 
Ronor AI 
• MUFFLER CENTRE 
Custom pipe bending 
Dual conversions & shocks 
4918 Gre lg  Avenue 6 3 8 " 1 9 9 1  
Swan, the Steller's Jay, the throughout B.C., nests in the contlnued on page15 
Rufous Hummingbird, the province or lives in the province , -"  , 
Peregrine Falcon, the Harlequin year round, is attractive and • 
Duck and theAmerican Dipper. easy to recognize, is unique to Cahadl 11 
The concept of a B.C. bird B.C. or has its primary popula- 
will be the province's contribu-.:tion base in the province, and is  CAPTU RE TH E SP I  R IT  
fion to the centennial of Cane- Significant to conservation or 
dian wildlife conservation. ' the province's culture. I ~  A PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST TO CHOOSE ~~ 
] ~, , ,  THE BEST IMAGE OF TERRACE ?~;. 7 .'~ 
• 5 \ GRAND PR IZE  . 
Y As . , ,  M A D . :  , , , H A M g S. i C I Tickets ERRACE Festival for tWO PARKS , courtesy t  Calgary AND DEE°f638 Alberta CANADIAN. ,, _ duringAiRLINES the Olympic ~ ,. STUDIO " INTERNATIONAL plus two mg,hts acco,,"aodatmn, courtesy of . TERRACE TRAVEL LTD. 
re,,  ney,s=raLIo,, Subsiduary prizes courtesy of SIGHT AND SOUND and SPEE 
Limited space available in new classes: PRh~TERS. 
JR. MUSIC PROGRAM ~ 4 .syta ,  old " Open to all • amateu, photographers. ' 
PIANO -- 8.7yrs.old ' • Enteries must be framed prints minimum 8 x 10 maximum 16 x 20 
GUITAR ' ' . Closing date for enteries i  October 31, 1987 
For further information contact 
BAND INSTRUMENTS ! : RECREATION COMMISSION • THEORY ~ Gr. 1Rud lmenteSept . .Dec .  L 1174 • ' : 
, P re l iminary  Rud iments  Jan  • May  
For Information and to register please call: i Entry forms evadable- at: . 
635-9649 Terrace Parks and Recreation Office Speedee Printers Ltd. 
Terrace Public Library " Sight and Sound 635.3382 ,=  Terrace~ =Public Art= Gallery= Northern Lights Studio 
TerracelCity Hall Ken's Photo Studio 
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Congratulates ' .  
the 
TERRA CE 
KINSMEN CLUB 
on 
41 YEARS!! 
of Community Service. 
SKEENA AUTO METAL & 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
Best Wishes 
on your 41 
RENAULT 
x-xo~~ m= mv.zacz AMC ~11 Jeep 
4842 Hwy.  ,16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
638-8171 635-6571 
• 
Paragon 
Insurance 
wishes the Kinsmen Club 
of Terrace a happy 41, 
from their new location 
in the Skeena Mall 
Wayside Grocery 
41 Years and still 
goingstrong 
* Open 24 hours a day .  Fresh baked goods dai ly 
. Sub. Post Off ice 
Crampton, Brown 
& Arndt 
Congratulates 
the 
KINSMEN CLUB 
No. 3 -- 4623 Par k Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 635-6330 
JOHN MORGAN 
ENGINEERING 
HAPPY 41  
KINSMEN 
308-4722 Lakelse Avenue. Terrace, B.C.. VSG 1R6 
, 635-9277 
. i ¸ : 
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Kinsmen Reunion Agenda 
Friday, Aug. 21 --- Registration from 3 p.m. at the 
Curling Rink (note the location has changed). 
Friday; Aug. 21 --  Wine and Cheese.party at 7 p.m. 
at the Curling rink (note the location has changed). 
Saturday, Aug. 22 --- Afternoon there will be tours 
of the city. 
Terrace K'i'.-n s" m'e'n 
Saturday, Aug. 22 --  Banquet and dance at the 
Flying Club at the airport at 7 p.m. 
Sunday, Aug. 23-.- Kin Breakfast at the Kiddies 
Kamp at 10 a.m. 
Letter from the office 
K[  n s me n of the Mayor of Terrace 
Kiddies Welcome Kinsmen 
and K-40 members: 
Past Presidents 
1947 - 47 J. Mcleod 
1948.49 M. Peeke-Vout 
1949 - 50 J. Schultzik 
1950- $1 W. Osborne 
1951 - 52 O. Baxter 
1952 - 53 J. Rougeau 
, z  
. . . , -  , 
Kamp 
TERRACE - -  The Kinsmen 
Club of Prince Rupert Obtained 
property at Lakelse Lake to 
develop a Kiddies' camp. After 
the Terrace Kinsmen Club was 
chartered it became obvious that 
Terrace should take over the 
facility. Over the years the Ter- 
racer Kinsmen have developed 
the property into a first-rate 
camping facility for children. 
When the Terrace club took 
over the property the only access 
was by water. People who were 
members then still remember the 
task of hauling supplies (in- 
. eluding a large camp stove) on 
rafts to get to the campsite. 
Needless to say they also 
remember the times they ended 
u~p in the lake! 
Finally ,in the early 1970's a 
road was built ~'hich went past 
the camp. This made it much 
easier.to bring in supplies and to 
develop the camp to its present 
state. 
The Kiddies Kamp is used by 
church groups, Cubs, Scouts, 
Brownies, Guides, and schools. 
There are 1,500 to 2,000 children 
who use this facility each' year: 
The Terrace club considers this a 
major project every year and is 
continual ly upgrading and 
developing the camp. 
• /  
, : , : . :  : . 
On behalf of Mayor 
and Council, I would 
like to wish all members 
of the Kinsmen and K-40 
Clubs attending the 
Kinsmen Reunion on 
August 21 -23, 1987, an 
enjoyable and festive 
weekend in Terrace. It is 
anticipated that approx- 
imately 150 persons will 
be attending this Reu- 
nion, which is being 
hosted by the K-40 Club 
of Terrace . . . . . . . .  
For those members 
returning to Terrace for 
the Reunion, welcome 
back! It is hoped that 
you will find our com- 
munity favourably im- 
proved since you were 
last here. 
Kinsmen and 
Kinettes 
1953- 54 C. Robin/Adde Shave 
1954.55 A. Davb/Muvey McComell 
1955 - 86 L. Mercer/Lou Reum 
1956 - 57 P. Mills/Bead Hart 
1957 - 58 G. Reum/Norah Oison 
1958 - 59 D. Warren/Marie Mills 
1959 - 60 R. Pauisen/Pat Pauben 
1960 - 61 G. Davis/Julix Little 
1961.62 P. Rempel/Eleanor Muehle 
1962.63 D. Deane/Hilda Newhoven 
1963.64 W. Seabrook/Jean Dixon 
1964 - 65 H. Power/Kay Parker 
1965 - 66 C. MeColi/EHen Bentham 
1966-- 67 R, Jacobs/Monica Le,,,sard 
1967.68 L. Simpmn/Arle$impsou 
1968 - 69 J. Checkley/Rita H rvey 
1969 - 70 B. Gieselman/Janet Condon 
1970 - 71 J. FRy/Joan Beaman 
1971 - 72 K. Condon/Edith Gieselnmn 
1972.73 C. Beamn/Norah Fergumn 
1973 - 74 L. Anoandale/Corme Grass 
1974 - "/5 i. FlacliJ'Jnn~t Fiack 
1975.76 V. Bowan/Ann Checkley 
1976.77 V. Haw~/Donna Hawes 
19/7 - 78 J. Dunn/Bev Veitch 
1978.79 D. Manning/Kathy Morg!n. 
19"/9.80 R. McDaniel/Lnis McDanlel 
1980 - 81 R. Tiedje/Denise Coulter 
1981 - 82 J. Morgan/Linda llawes 
1982.83 D. Watt/Gall Wade 
1983.84 A. Young/Norene Hawkins 
1984 - 85 D. Andrews/Phyllis Andrews 
1985 - 86 E. Wade/Bonnie Cooke 
1986 - 87 S. Cooke/Heatl~r Greydoa 
1987.88 S. Mcimck/Donna Mcimck 
To all participants... 
May the spirit of Terrace 
shine through on all the 
actwJtJes planned for 
the weekend, and may 
old fr iendships be 
renewed. 
Yours truly 1987 Kinsmen Bob Jackman 
Acting Mayor Reunion 
,The (;lord Coulter Kitchen was named in memory of Gord Coulter.who was 
an active Kinsmen until he passed away. The dedication of this new kit- 
chen, which complemented the previous structure, is only one of the Im- 
provements made by the club every year. The Terrace Kinsmen Kiddies 
Kemp offers much fun-filled recreation potential for children and provides 
bunk houses for overnight visitors. Several organizations use the camp 
every year, taking advantage of the camp's features. For more informati6n 
concerning the use of this facility please contact the Terrace Kinsmen Club, 
Spruce 
Coin 
In 1963 the Prince George Kin Club 
hosted a convention and advertised 
Prince George as the "Spruce 
Capitol of the World". The Terrace 
Kinsmen challenged this statement. 
and to prove that our trees were big, 
ger, took a spruce stump to Prince" 
George. The Prince •George Club 
was selling spruce "coins" as a • 
tourist attraction. The Terrace Club 
dumped off the stump, with the 
spruce dollar on top, in front of the 
Prince George Convention Centre 
where It sat for three or four yearsl 
KIn Jack Bakewell had the Job of 
driving the truck to Prince George to  
deliver the large present. • ~ 
• i ! 
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Historical highlights 
Bill Richmond, H. Seaton, and 
Bill Christy. 
Wading pool, first project 
A children's wading pool was 
the• +first project to be under- 
taken by the club. This project 
was completed the first summer 
the club was formed. The club 
also undertook to provide im- 
provements to the children's 
playground. 
Kinsmen Club gives Terrace its 
first ambulance 
In 1951 the Terrace Kinsmen 
Club+ provided Terrace with a 
much-needed ambulance. The 
first vehicle was not a proper 
ambulance, and in later years 
the club provided the communi- 
ty with a brand new ambulance. 
Skating arena undertaken 
by Kinsmen Club 
In the 1960's the Terrace 
Kinsmen Club began plans to 
provide Terrace with a skating 
arena. The club began many 
fund-raising projects toward this 
goal and created the interest 
needed by the community to 
complete this project. Finally, 
an Arena Committee was form- 
ed with representatives from all 
interested groups in the com- 
munity to complete the arena. 
The Kinsmen Club provided the 
Zamboni when the arena was 
finally completed. 
Terrace swimming pool 
• Soon after the completion of 
,the arena, the Kin Club was a 
major •contributor in the 
building of the Terrace swim- 
mmg pool. This project was ac- 
complished in a relatively'short 
time. 
Child Development Centre 
Manuel Da Silva came to the 
Kin Club as-the fund-raising 
chairman for the Terrace Child 
Development Centre. The Kin 
Club provided abus for the Cen- 
tre and later donated over 
$40,000 to ensure the Centre 
would be built. 
Other projects 
The Terrace Kinsmen Club 
has undertaken many projects, 
large and small, throughout i s 
history. The club organized 
highly successful May Day ac- 
tivities" in the 50'L They have 
organized Halloween Parties, 
After Grad Parties, Anti-Litter 
Campaigns, the Kiddies Kamp, 
Mother's March, and have con- 
tributed in ways too numerous 
to mention here: 
Kin stands for 
Terrace Kinsmen Club chartered 
by Prince Rupert Club 
The Terrace Kinsmen Club 
was chartered on January 29, 
1947 by the Prince Rupert 
Kinsmen Club. Those attending 
from Prince Rupert were R. E. 
Mortimer, A. B. Armstrong, A. 
Bailey, Danny McDonald, At- 
chic Deware, George Dibb, and 
M. Irving. Local members and 
guests included: Mr .  and Mrs. 
E. Haugland, Mr. and Mrs. G. 
McAdams, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. 
Smith, H. L. Smart, Mr. and 
Mrs. Dudley Little, W. J. 
Osborne, A. Yohall, Mr. and 
Mrs. Clarence Michiei, Mr. and 
Mrs. J. McLeod, Mr. and Mrs. 
J. Maxstead, Mr. and Mrs~ Joe 
Shultzic, Mr. and Mrs. Pache, 
Mr. and Mrs. L. Casey, Harold 
Whalan, Mr. and Mrs. G. 
Grant, Harry Seaton, and Mrs. 
Spicer. 
The officers included Presi- 
dent, Jack McLeod; Vice Presi- 
dent, Jim Maxstead; Secretary, 
Bill Osborne; Treasurer, Joe 
Schultizc; Historian, Harold 
Whalen; and Editor, A. Yohall. 
The other charter members were 
Lloyd Johnstone, Mike Michiel, 
Curley Casey, Hank Pache, 
George Grant, Harold Smith, 
fun and service Kin fund raising TERRACE-- Kin was founded 
on the idea o f  providing 
fellowship for young men. It 
Prince Rupert to Terrace, Each 
community sold bingo cards and 
all benefitted from this project. 
. Peanut Ddves 
The annual Peanut Drive 
became a Terrace tradition. T.he 
drive was timed a few weeks 
before Christmas with the idea 
that people could buy them for 
Christmas day. You were almost 
certain to make a+sale when a 
youngster answered, the door 
and called out "Kinsmen Peanut 
Drive[". It's doubtful if many 
peanut s were left for Christmas! 
Community support 
There are many other fund 
raising projects used by the club. 
However, in all cases the com- 
munity support has always been 
great and has made the task of 
raising money relatively pleasant 
and easy work. Major fund rais- 
ing. like the annual Kinsmens 
Mothers' March are only a small 
part of  the club's historical ef- 
forts. 
Kinsmen Rehabilitation 
Foundation 
The Kinsmen Clubs of B.C. 
undertook a project to raise 
money for research and to help 
v ict ims sufferr, ing from 
poliomyelitis. When the Salk 
vaccine was developed, polio 
virtually disappeared and so the 
name was changed from the 
Pol io Foundat ion  to the 
Rehabilitation + Foundation. 
The main money-raising ac- 
tivity for this worthwhile cause 
is the annual Kinsmens Mothers' 
March. The march has raised 
millions of dollars over the years 
and has enabled the foundation 
to build a first-rate centre for 
disabled persons. The founda- 
tion also pays transportation for 
people who are unable to afford 
this cost. The Terrace Kinsmen 
Club has consistently raised con- 
siderable money for this project. 
The 1987 Mothers' 
March raised about 
$1.5 million dollars 
was ,an :opportunity , to get 
together to enjoy an evening of" 
fun and entertainment. The end 
result was the cementing of long 
lasting friendships, often for a 
lifetime. 
Kinsmen Clubs provide 
members and their families 
many lasting memories and 
friendships. Many opportunities 
for socializing are on hand, not 
only at meetings, but also at 
work parties, kin functions, con- 
ventions, and other occasions. 
The original concept of the 
Kinsmen organization began as 
the idea of fellowship for young 
men, now the wives are a part of 
Kin after the formation of the 
Kinnette Clubs. Today, the Kin 
organization has adopted the 
goal of providing activities for 
the whole family. 
Success 
through 
communi ty  
support - 
The success of the Ter- 
race Kinsmen Club is 
mainly due to the great 
support given to its pro- 
jects by the community. 
The business community, 
city hall, as well as in- 
dividuals, have generously 
donated and backed the 
Terrace Kinsmen Club 
throughout our history. 
The Kinsmen Club of 
Terrace would like to take 
this opportunity to thank 
everyone for their support 
in helping the Kinsmen 
Club raake Terrace a better 
place to live! 
TERRACE --  The Terrace 
Kinsmen organization has par- 
ticipated in a lot of fund raising 
projects over the years in order 
to provide the community with 
services and funding for various 
needs. 
Barnovii!e. 
One of the earliest fund rais- 
ing projects of the Kin organiza- 
tion was the annual "Barnoville 
Dance" which was held in the 
old civic centre in Riverside 
Park. The centre burnt down in 
the late 1950's. The 
"Barnoville" was an old 
fashioned type of party which 
consisted of fancy costumes and 
old time dancing. 
Radio Day 
In 1959 Terrace obtained a 
local radio station - CFTK. It 
didn't ake long for the Kin Club 
to take advantage of this oppor- 
tunity to raise money. Radio 
Day became an annual event 
with Kinsmen taking over the 
radio station. Everyone njoyed 
the fun of listening to inex- 
perienced announcers reading 
ads, news, and trying not to use 
improper language while on the 
air. .The radio .station would 
complain that it took them. a 
week or two to recovert 
Giant Bingos 
In the 1960's the club decided to 
gamble on putting on a giant 
bingo with a grand prize of. 
$1000. This• was the first time 
that Terrace had a bingo with 
such a large prize. The members 
were very anxious and feared 
that there Would not be enough 
players to cover their expenses. 
However, the event was a big 
success andbegan the practise of 
using bingo to raise money, 
which has continued on through 
the years. 
Later CFTK added the TV 
facility to the community and 
once again the Kin Club took 
advantage o f  the situation. A 
giant TV bingo was organized 
and included communities from. 
• Reliable door-to.door delivery of time sensitive packages and business 
documents 
• Economically by ground 
or rapidly by air CONGRATULAT IONS 
• Services available: KINSMEN ON 41 YEARS OF 
-- locally 
-- throughout he province COMMUNITY  SERVICE  
- Canada wide 
-- internationally " " 
Just pick up the phone " I.OOMIS picks up the responsibility/, 
5011Keitll Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1K8 635-6118 
TOTAL BUSINESS SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
FACSIMILE TRANSFER SERVICE (FAX) 
All the best to you i !Z 
• Typing, photocopying, paging, telephone answering & alarm 
monitoring, embossed address cards 
Suite 1-3238 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G2N4 FAX number 638-0603 
638-8195 
Congratulates the Kinsmlen 
SerVing Northwest British Columbia 
4711 "A" Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1K5 
638-1166 
Good luck 
on 
another 41 years 
4635 Lazelle Ave nue 638-0371 
anue l5  
Thank you for 41 great years!! 
4545 Lazelle Avenue: Terrace, B.C., V8G 4E1 635"7750 
TOTEM BEVERAGES 
& DISTRIBUTORS 
Welcome to 
all Terrace Kinsmen 
Club Members! 
R.C. COLA, CREAM SODA, BUBBLE UP, DIET RITE 
, I eiiesday' ii''9Sl ; 
. . . .  • ..~ . .  " . . : i ~ I ~ , . . ~ , . ~ : ; ~ : ~ , ~  >' . ,~C.  _ _  
Sacred.. Heart 
CathOlic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:00 a.m. 
# . 4830 St raume Avenue 635-2313 
St, Matthew's Anglican 
Episcopal Church 
Sund ay Services: Rector Rev.: 
10 a.m. up to and Sheila Champion 
including Sept. 6,1987 
4506 Lake lse  Ave 635-9019 
Beautification awards 
The Terrace Beautification Society gave official recognition last week to Skeena Sawmills and the Ministry of 
Highways for participation i  the Highway 16 beautification project, their major effort in cleanl ng up the west entrance 
to Terrace. Beautification Society president Malcolm Hilcove said their work has been a major contribution to the 
project and has made the west entrance to Terrace more attractive to tourists. Pictured above from left to right are 
Beautification Society director George Clark, Skeena regional director for the Ministry of Highways Neville Hope, 
Skeena Sawmills manager Per Henrlchsen,and Malcolm Hilcove. 
Christ Lutheran Church 
" Sunday School and Pastor Rev.: 
Adult Class: Michael R. Bergman 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship: 
11:00 a.m. 
i 3229 Sparks  Street  .635-5520 
Kalum district fire update Terrace Seventh-BayAdvent,stChui:ch 
' by Erie Ho l t  
B.C. Forest Service 
Three new fires were reported 
in the District last week, bring- 
ing the total number of fires to 
39 for the 1987 fire season. The 
District is generally rated at 
moderate fire danger. Although 
a little rain was experienced this 
week, it has not been significant 
enough to greatly reduce the fire 
hazard. A day or two of normal 
weather will return the fire 
danger ating to high• 
The first fire reported this 
week was an accidental indus- 
trial fire in the Nass Valley. This 
fire was contained and control- 
led at an approximate size of 2.5 
hectares. Action was taken by 
both industry and Forest Service 
personnel along with the DC6 
air tanker based in Smithers. 
The second fire occurred on Ter- 
race Mountain on Tuesday af- 
ternoon. It was attacked by Ter- 
race Fire Department, a Forest 
Service Initial Attack crew and 
Thornhill Fire Department. A
Bell 206 helicopter equipped 
with Monsoon Bucket assisted in 
bringing this fire under control. 
Children PlaYing with matches 
was the suspected cause of the 
fire. A fire was reported on the 
Stewart Highway in the vicinity 
of Bear Glacier. This fire is 
under observation and patrol. 
Prescribed burning of decid- 
uous slash, which began in the 
vicinity of Salvus, was completed 
last week. No problems were en-. 
countered, and Ministry person- 
nel are pleased with the result. 
The Salvus burns are part of a 
research project to find means 
of managing brush and decid- 
uous species on high site forest 
lands. 
Although a little rain was ex- 
perienced last week, it has not 
been significant enough to great- 
ly reduce the fire hazared. A day 
or two of normal weather will 
return the fire danger ating to 
high 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
3306 Gr i f f i ths  
Pastor: 
Ole Unruh - -  635.7313 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
Pastors: 
Jim West,an 
Bob Shatford • 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
Mining guide out i ~-~2 Sparks Street 635-5115 
The 1987 Exploration and 
Mining Directory for North- 
western British Columbia is now 
available for the cost of mailing. 
The Directory lists many of the 
companies, consultants, pro- 
spectors, contratorsp organ- 
izations and government agen- 
cies working in Northwestern 
British Columbia. Copies of the 
Directory can be obtained by 
mailing money orders or che- 
ques for the amount of $1.00, 
payable to the Smithers Explora- 
tion Group at P.O. Box 3196, 
Smithers, B.C.,VOJ 2N0. 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:30 a.m. 
Youth Group: 
6:30 p.m. 
Minister: 
Stan Bailey 
4907 Lazel le  Ave. 635-6014. 
You don't ha ve to 
be rich to 
advertise! 
A classified ad.in 
the Terrace Rewew 
is yours for 
ONLY s4 
(per week, 30 words Or le.,::•~l 
How do you get your ad 
into the Rev iew?  
• drop it in our mail slot 
• mall it to us 
• come into our office 
• phone us 
• or stop us on the street 
There will be no bil l lngl Pay next time you~ 
come in or next time you see us. We're work- 
Ing the "Honor System" 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace 
..... 635.7840 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 
11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street  
Pa stor:. 
John Caplin 
Assoc. Pastor: 
Len Froese 
Evening Service 
7:00 p.m. 
635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Ass't Pastor: 
9:45 a.m. S. Coutts 
Divine Worship: 
11:00 a.rn. 
Fellowship Service: All are cordially Invited 
• 6:30 p.m. 
Youth Ministries • Home Bible S tud ies ,  Visitation 
4923 Agar  Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:45 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 
7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further information call 
4643 Walsh  Avenue 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor:. 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. , Peter Sluys 635-2621 
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14lzelton won five games in a row to take first prize money of $1,000 at the'annual Canyon City Lions all-native men's 
soccer tournament on B.C, Day weekend In Terrace. They'downed Kisplox Eagles 3-1 in the championship match. 
Harcourt  m 
process," he said. 
8MALL BUSINESS POLICIES 
HAVETO BE CHANGED 
Harcourt said there were a 
number of things if i the last 
federal and provincial budgets 
that the NDP believes will have 
an adverse effect on small 
business. 
"There are a lot of decisions 
that they have made that we 
have said are wrong, and have 
had either a direct or  indirect 
negative impact on business," 
he said. 
He indicated the NDP would 
not have introduced corporate 
tax or increases, in federal and 
provincial taxes that he said are 
choking existing businesses by 
robbing much needed consumer 
dollars that would have other- 
wise been spent on goods and 
services. 
He saidthat in making new 
policy, "We would like to see a 
\ regional ly-based economic 
strategy that places a real em- 
phasis on the opportunities for 
entrepreneurship, local en- 
trepreneurship, not somebody 
coming in from Tokyo or New 
York." 
"Eighty percent of the new 
jobs in B.C. are created by small 
business, most of them locally 
based and most of .them existing 
business people in existing com- 
munities - -  not somebody flying 
in with a bunch of investment 
money --  it's existing business 
.people", he said. 
Harcourt said he would re- 
Bird - -  
continued from pa~ge 11 
Terrace area. According to Ter- 
race.Conservation Officer Rick 
Harcombe, the Varied Thrush is 
.the most common in the area~be- 
mg present year round and in- 
habiting thick foliage in forest 
areas. The Steller's Jay is also 
quite common' in the region, 
while Trumpeter Swans have 
been sighted on local rivers in 
concentrated numbers. 
Of the other candidates, only 
some American Dippers are 
known to have inhabited the 
Terrace Region. 
In order to cast your vote for 
the provincial bird send your 
ballot to. "Vote for your B.C. 
Bird", Ministry of Environment 
and Parks, Parliament Build- 
ings, Victoria, B.C. vgv  IX5. 
B.C. Environment sources in- 
dicate a draw will be held after 
all the ballots are in, with the 
prize being a wildlife print. 
continued from page 2 
introduce programs from the 
B;C. Development Corporation 
and reduce corporate tax:rates 
for smal l  business as compared 
to big business. He said he 
would also introduce educa- 
tional programs in developing a 
business plan, marketing, cash 
flow, staff training and how tO 
deal with the government to 
assist young people wanting to 
start a small business. 
Harcourt said he would also 
like to see "incubator centres" 
where small businesses could 
share the cost of getting started 
and encourage financial institu- 
tions to be more supportive of 
small business. 
"There's a definite need for 
financing small business," he 
said. 
Harcourt said the NDP Party 
is "a little apprehensive" given 
the track record the Social 
Credit government has had with 
privatizatmn, and it's like "flail- 
ing at ghosts" because it still 
wasn't clear exactly what the 
Social Credit had in mind. 
He maintained that privatiza- 
• tion is not a necessary move and 
referred to it as nothing more 
than a "fad". 
"The problem is that it's a fad 
adopted from other countries 
where there is a totally different 
situation. Our crOwn corpora- 
tions are well-run basic services, 
and we're skeptical about their 
privatization because we think 
it's a fad, and we always seem to 
be in the rear end of the right- 
wing fads," he said. 
Rather than being sold off, 
Harcourt hinted that all that 
many crown corporations and 
government services need is suf- 
ficient staff to operate fficient- 
ly. 
"We're already pretty lean in 
terms of government services. 
As a matter of fact, in some 
areas government services are 
suffering from anorexia because 
of the restraint program in the 
last four years." 
"However," said Harcourt, 
"we' re  prepared to evaluate 
each proposal on its own merits 
and our test is quite straight for- 
ward. Is it going to benefit he 
people of British Columbia or 
not? 
MEDICAL PROFESSION 
SUFFERING 
Harcourt referred to the re- 
cent changes in Pharmacare and 
Medicare as "totally unfair and 
capricious" but said that cuts 
relating to Mental Health, Drug 
and Alcohol and physiother- 
apists were destructive to the 
future of the profession. 
He said we could have goo d 
community preventative pro- 
grams but the government 
spends 10 times as much on in- 
stitutions. He said that although 
some progress was being made, 
we haven't yet established the re- 
quired level of community 
facilities and resource people to 
serve the public need. 
"We are still forcing people 
into institutions at 10 times the 
TERRACEVIE / 
4103 SPARKS STREET. 
I TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5G9 
(604) 638-0223 
TERRACEVIEW LODGE 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
September 30, 1987 
Place: TERRACE HOTEL 
Time: 7:00 P,M. 
For those interested, memberships are 
available at 
TERRACEVIEW LODGE 
For members wishing to vote, membership 
of 30 days prior to the meeting date is re- 
quired. 
8/17c 
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Off-duty I!feguards 
save family at lake 
A decision by Terrace Swim- 
ming Pool Director Tony 
Toriglia to hold a Canadian 
Royal Life Saving boat rescue 
course at Lakelse Lake on Aug. 
9 was a fortunate coincidence 
for a local family. . . . .  
Toriglia said that off-duty 
lifeguards Cheryl Jarvis, Laura 
Anderson, Anne Bruels and 
Christine Sharpies were taking 
part in the course when they 
took Sharpies' boat to Water Li- 
ly Bay Resort to get gas. 
Jarvis Said that while they 
were waiting at the resort, they 
heard cries for help and saw an 
over-turned canoe and'a woman 
in the water. 
"The cries for help stopped," 
said Jarvis. "Then they started 
again and we realized that she 
was in trouble because the canoe 
was sinking." 
Jarvis said the four lifeguards 
and Robert Homberg drove 
their power boat to the scene 
and found two preschoolers and 
a teenager also in the water, but 
fortunately all were wearing life 
jackets and none had swallowed 
any water. 
The two younger children suf- 
fered from mild hypothermia 
following the incident, but 
because o f  the quick action of 
the lifeguards, the family was 
safe. 
Torigiia said that this was the 
first time the boat rescue course 
had been offered in northern. 
B.C. and the first time in five 
years it had been run in the pro- 
vince. 
" '7  
cost, because we don't have the 
. required number of community 
based workers," Harcourt said. 
He said that at the same time, 
the government was cutting back 
on physiotherapy training at 
UBC when there is already a 
"scarcity" of physiotherapists 
and other health professionals in 
the Northwest. 
"Instead, what this govern- 
ment is proposing to do is to 
skim off trained professionals, 
with less than B.C. standards, 
from other countries." 
ALCAN AND NECHAKO 
DEVELOPMENT 
Harcourt said a full inquiry 
into Alcan's Nechako project 
was necessary to answer many 
important questions. He said he 
is still waiting for that inquiry 
because the questions still 
haven't been answered. 
According to Harcourt, the 
Conservatives, Liberals and the 
NDP all agreed duringthe last 
federal election campaign that 
there should be apublic inquiry 
to address the concerns of many 
groups on Alcan's proposal .,to 
increase their hydro power 
capability by developing" the 
Nechako River. 
He said that oni~ of the major 
problems anticipated ,was the 
adverse ffect that a 50 percent 
cut in the flow of tl~e.Nechako 
would have on municipal water 
and sewer systems. " . 
" I t  affects everybody," ,he 
said, "and the only Way it can be 
dealt with effectiveIyis to have a 
full public inquiry so you can 
ask questions of ,Mean, the  
fisheries people, environmental 
people and experts from the 
agriculture department, o f ind 
out how it is going to affect your 
farm, ranch, municipality or  
fish boat. 
"Just a negotiated settlement 
between fisheries and Alcan is 
not satisfactory," he said. 
continued on page 21 
Dutch Valley R.V. Storage 
, Undercover or outside 
, Storage,for R.V.'s, commercial vehicles, 
cars or pickups. 
• Inside storage for snowmobiles, motor 
bikes, boats, canoes etc. 
Box311,Terrace, B .C .  635-2774 
Chinook 
,0c0 Sa les  Ltd,,  
635-2033 
CAMPER & R.V. REPAIRS . .ICBC CLAIMS 
SALES 
PARTS 
Your shop for 
REPAIRS 
Now on sale: 
'87 MERCURY MOTORS 
5506 Hwy 16 west, Terrace,' B.C'. 
CAMPERS. TRAILERS, MOTORHOMES, BOATS 
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The Terrace Art Gallery is currently showing arts, crafts and heritage Items 
from local artisans and conffibutors. The Gallery is located in the basement 
of the Terrace Public Library. For hours of operation, see the Coming Events 
listed below. 
The Kinsmen reunion which will take place from Aug. 21 through Aug. 23 is being hosted by the K-40 Club of Terrace. 
Many former members will remember enjoyable experiences they shared as Kinsmen. An example of fond memories 
may be the Anti-litter Week held In Terrace by the Kinsmen in April of 1971. The week's activities promoted anti-litter 
feelings and even supported a flower growing contest. The campaign was organized by Nick Timmerman. 
Kin reunion set to go 
by Terrace contributor 
-Hugh Power 
"IYRRACE - -  Plans are now 
reaching the final stage for 
the Terrace Kin Reunion Aug. 
21-23. Registrations are building 
up and include many former 
Kinsmen from the 60's and 70's. 
The organizing committee has 
planned a great, weekend for 
everyone! 
Registration will begin at 3 
p.m. on Friday, Aug. 21, at the 
curling rink in Terrace• The 
registration desk will be open 
right through the evening until 
the Wine • and Cheese Reception 
which begins at 7 p.m., also at 
the cur l ing  rink. The K-Ettes 
have collected a number of 
photographs, videos, and other 
memorabilia to revive past ex- 
periences enjoyed by members 
of the Kin and ginette Clubs. 
Saturday will include tours of 
the city and a banquet and dance 
at theFly ing Club building 
located at the airport. Sunday 
I -  I I V L V  
Studio 
AVOID 
TH E R USH 
Certif icates expire 
Oct. 31, 1987 
Come in and book your 
appointment now to 
have your port ra i t  
taken. 
Sporis pictures are now 
ready to be picked up! 
See Your 
Photographer 
Ken's  Photo  - -  Terrace 
4617 Lakelse Avenue 
638-1464 
everyone is invited to partake in 
a Kin Breakfast put on by the 
present Kin Club at the Kiddies 
Kin Kamp at Lakelse Lake be- 
ginning at 10 a.m. 
The Terrace Kinsmen Club 
has been one of the most active 
service clubs in Terrace. Some of 
the major projects undertaken 
by the club include the first 
ambulance in Terrace, spear- 
heading the building of the 
Arena, building the swimming 
pool, the annual Kinsmen's 
Mothers' March, and the Kid-  
dies Kemp at Lakelse lake. 
I f  anyone has not registered, it 
is essential that they do so as 
soon as possible. Contact Vern 
Ferguson at 638-0371 or 
798-2424 or writeP.O. Box 176, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2. 
ARIF~ 
Mu.21-Apr• 19 
TAURUS 
Apr• 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21 June 20 
CANCER 
June 2 I-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Ault. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23.Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 " 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 2 I 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22- Dec.21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 2Z-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 2e-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
For~asl I'erlod: 11123 -~q/29/g7 
Work interesfflmd physical welfare will he high 
on your list of  priorities. Controltlte appetite. 
Monday's new moon opens a dyu,'unic and event- 
ful period.when impulsive acts could 8~ you in hot 
water. Bedeliberatc. 
Redecorate attd improve your surroundings. Get 
an early start on the Fall cleanup, luterestin8 de- 
velopments un fold as you go. 
Stepped up activities with rdalives attd neighbors 
hold long range implications. Let go of plans that 
are no longer feasible. 
I f a money making scheme strikes you as bdug too 
good to be true, it probably is just that. 
Success is assured in any perso,tal projects yt,u 
tackle. Get started now on fulfilling hopes and 
wishes. 
Tend to obligations and tasks you've been putting 
off. Avoid a tendency to brood ahoul imagined 
injustices. 
Circulating socially stre.gthens existing Ixmds of 
friendship, The time comes when we need all the 
help we can get. 
New opportunities for getting aliead come your 
way. Go a tier them. 1'he smell o f success i sweet 
indeed. 
The outlook for the fulure is enhanced hy the role 
important friends play in it. Be honest about your 
aspirations. 
Backing for a business project or a ct)llahoratlve 
enterprise is not hard to find once you make your 
pitch. 
A pe||dittg legal matter i'~ tend.,.' to linali~,e R~og- 
nizet he strengtlt in the part y you're dealing willt. 
BERT'S DELICATESSEN 
WE HA VE,.. 
...a large variety 0f 
meats, cheeses, European 
novelties, super 
sandwiches, fresh salads 
We cater for large and 
small parties and picnics. 
835.544O 
4603 Park Ave• Terrace (across from the library) 
Terrace 
Coming 
EvenL 
July 6 - August 30 - -  Assorted local artists will have on display a wide 
range of photographs and paintings at the Terrace Art Gallery. Please 
come out and support your local artists. Gallery hours: Tuesday to Setur. 
day, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Tuesday to Thursday, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.; and Sunday,. 
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
August 24,25 --  Terrace Minor Hockey Association is again sponsoring 
a hockey school by Northwest Hockey Ltd., at the Terrace Arena. Ap- 
plications available at the Terrace Arena and All Seasons Sports or con- 
tact Gary Scott, Delta 594-3438 or Sharon Larmour, Terrace 635-3161. 
Septembor 10 and 14 - -  The Terrace Little Theatre is looking for com- 
munity involvement of  amateur actors, singers, technical crew and per- 
sons .interested In . participating in any way in the production of a 
"romantlc-al musical comedy" slated for November. Organizational 
meetings and tryouts will be held at the Terrace Little Theatre on Kalum 
Street at 7:30 p.m.; Thursday, September 10 and Monday, September 14. 
All those Interested are requested to please attend. .... ~: 
Wednesday, ~ptemb~r 30 - -  The Terracevlew Gclge is h~¢J;rig Its An.' 
nual General Meeting at the Terrace. Hotel at 7 p.m. Memberships are 
available at Terracevlew Lodge. For members wlahingJovote, member. 
ship of 30 days prior to the meeting date Is required. For further informs. 
tlon phone 638-0223. 
The Terrace Minor Hockey Axoclatlon would like to hear from anyone 
interested in being Involved with the Minor Hockey Concession Commit- 
tee: Please contact Yvonne Hill, 638-1111 or Sharon Larmour, 635-3161 
Or write to Box 121. Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2. Also: Anyone Interested in 
coaching for Terrace Minor Hockey's 1987-88 season please contact: 
Lew t.armour; 635-3161 or Clair Irwin, 638-8314 or write to Box 121, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 4A2. 
HOWDOYOUDOrr Hotllne. Your Travel Inforoentre CounsellorM Just a 
telephone.call away. When you need some answers on planning your 
• holiday trip or what to do with visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT 
Hotllne for some HOWTODOIT help at 635-2063. 
Monteetmd Children's Hooae I ~  is .taking reglatratl0n for 
September 1987. Classes run from 9 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. Call Tra¢ie at 
. 638-0703 grafter July 5 call 638-0061. 
Monteuod Children's House P ~  iS taking names of children in- 
terested In starting an afternoon class. If you are Interested call 
638-0703. : 
Hmltuge Padt It open seven days a week from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tours are 
10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. For more information, call 635-4546 or 635-2508. 
ARea Madtet will be held at the Oddfellows Hall, 3222 Munroe, Terrace, 
on the 3rd Saturday of every month from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Call 635-3995 
for further Information. 
Nanon and Nstcen Family Groups - -  Meetings for friends and relatives 
of alcoholics. The Alanon msetlngs are held on Monday and Thursday at 
8 p.m. Please note that the Thursday meeting Is a non-smoking gather- 
Ing. The Alateen meetings are held on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. All 
meetings are In the conference rooms on the Psychiatric wardat Mills 
Memorial Hospital. For further Into. call Kay at 638-1291, Marilyn at 
635-3545, or Frances at 635-2436. 
Interutedln helplngthe ,~ts  or Girl Guides, or the community? Short 
on time, but still Intere'sted? The B;P. Guild will help you help, without 
necessarily filling your calendar.If you do#t have the ~ime to become a 
Scouting leader, you can still help SCouts through the Guild, or If you 
wished you had gone into Scouting, the Guild can get you helping with 
Scouting events. For more Information, contact Finn Larsen at 638-1377. 
Temmp. Auoclatlon for Community Living needs advocates for handl. 
capped people riving in Terrsce. For more information please phone 
Janice at 635-9322 or Carol-Ann at 635-,3940. 
Kermode Knit Wits, a club for all persons interested in furthering 
machine knitting. Regular monthly meetings will be held on the 2nd 
Tuesday at noon and the 4th Thursday at 7:30 p.m. For further Informa. 
tlon call Audrey at 638-1335, Jan at 635-7517 or Nancy at 635-5319. 
Everyone welcome. 
The Toastmaster= Club meets on the first and third Tuesday of every 
month at Caledonia Sr. Secondary School, room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop In 
and see what It's all about. 
Do you need a break? Come tO COFFEEBREAK, an Interdenominational 
Bible study for women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. Children 
ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every Wednesday, 9:45 a.m. to 11 a.m. at 
the Christian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and Straume. No 
previous knowledge expected. For more information or transportation, 
call Hilda at 835-7871 or Ruth at 635-2621. We look forward to seeing 
youl 
The Tormce Friends and Families of Sohlzophrenioe tsa  support group 
that meets once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday of the month 
at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Conference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital• 
One aim of the group is to provide community education about this i11. 
ness. Anyone wising to learn more or beoome part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings, Please call 638-3325 for further into, 
• - i :  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
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• , ! . . . "PEOPLE OF  
• EX  • -.I..~GILAi, :.Q.UO ,,.-- 
The "'People of  Gila-Quoex" wish to extend their profound 
gratitude and salutations to the many people, who 
" contributed their valuable time unselfishly and most 
generously towards the success of Su-sit" Aatk (,4 new beginning) on 
the occasion of  our pole raising, August 1; !987, Kitsumkalum, B.C. 
Totem,Press (Printing) 
Terrace Flowers Ala Carte (Decorations) 
Northern Signs & Screen Prints (Signs) 
Terrace Parks & Recreation (Steve Scott) 
Church of God (Equipment) 
Kermode Friendship Centre(Equipment & Kitchen) 
• Carpenters Union Hall (Equipment) 
Kitselas Village Council (Computer & Equipment) 
Terrace Safeway (Urns) 
Prince Rupert Museum (Ropes-& Video) 
Kwe Unglis Dancers 
Farwest Bus Lines (Transportation) 
Terrace Hotel (Joe Faesen) 
Gwan Hoedt (Equipment use) 
Lorne Homer (Trucking) 
Thee Grant (Head cook & grocery purchase) 
Kltsumkalum Dancers 
Native Music Heritage Society (Terrance Armstrong) 
Northwest Community, College (Gary Mills) 
Terrace Review 
K0u Tou (Holly Bartlett - Media) 
Dr. James McDonald (Royal Ontario Museum) 
Dr. Louis Devine(Royal Ontario Museum) 
Prince Rupert Fishermen's Supply 
Georgia & .Ear! Campbell 
Terrace Chamber of Commerce 
Herb Morven (Usher) 
Mary McKenzle (Usher) 
Frank Miller 
Delores Robinson 
David Bolton 
Vina Starr 
Clyde Nelson 
Bill Bolan 
Valerle & Elissa Miller, 
Shirley• Bolan 
Sandra Bolton 
Ray Seymour Jr. 
Sam Ridler 
Alice Azak 
Lucille Seymour 
Mickey Muldoe 
Irene Spalding 
Merle Bevan 
Mary Bowering 
Jacqueline Miller 
Janlce Henry 
Lorraine Rldler 
Audrey Bennett 
Forest Richard 
Alex L, BoRon 
Alexis Miller 
Annette Pearl 
Wade Larsen 
Ben & Conan Auckland- 
B. Gurney 
Lucille Harms 
Bradley McCarron 
ng 
;ter 
ur 
ng 
Iins 
3on 
Lawrence Paul 
Ken Larsen 
Mark Bolton' 
Terry Collins 
Burt Splzak 
Terrace Totem Ford (Transportation) f j  
Terrace Little Theatre (Lighting) 
'1 Joyce,Paul (Kitamaat Village Escort) Terracevlew Lodge (Equipment) Knox United Church (Equipment) 
DonDerrick (Kitwancool Village Escort) • 
Terrace Co.op (Oven & Cooler use) 
Kitsumkalum Summer Student Program 
Northern Native Broadcasting (Fred Wilson) 
Lax' Kw' Alaams Concert Band 
Lax' Kw' Alaams Dancers (Melody Johnson) 
Kalum Motel 
Jean-Pierre Turcotte 
Northern Light Studio • 
Wifred McKenzle (Radio equipment) . -" 
Wayne Robinson (Borderline sound system) 
Charlie & Vera Henry 
Kitselas Summer Student Program ..  
CFTK (Media) .... = ~ 
CFPR- Russ Knutson (Media) 
Whe-Lac-Huh (Victor Reece) 
Frances & John Chi'istlansen 
Xbe-Lac-Huh (Gerald Wesley) 
Miss~Terrace and Princesses I 
PrinCe Rupert Daily News ., ~ . ,:: ~ : _ J 
Grey Wolf (Ray, Rick, Eddie, Waddy) 
Alvin Wager (Usher) 
Charlle-Cooper (Usher) 
Pearl Campbell 
Kltselas Sisterhood 
" Teresa BoRon 
Don & Joan Cooley 
Lloyd Williams 
Angels GIIIis 
Laura Miller 
Wayne Bolton 
Julle Bolton 
. Yvonne &Norma Wilson 
Terrace R.C.M.P. 
Annette Bolton 
Phyllis McDames 
Anne Rice 
• Denny & Teresa 
Dabble Moore 
Stacy McCarron 
Christine Harms 
Sarah Wesley 
Stella Wright 
Willy Seymour 
Evelyn D'Angio 
Rachel Green 
Ken & Hedy McDames 
Roxanne Ridler 
Hilda Larsen 
Cheri Reidy 
Alfred McDames 
Eli McMillan 
Rena Bolton 
craig Stephens 
Jane McDonald 
AI Young 
Marvin Sampson 
.:, Stan Perry : 
Gary Marshall 
Bob Malrcellin, ~, 
Mark Point '"" " : 
i~  . ,  
Rhonda Seymour 
Annabelle Osborne 
Dorothy Horner 
Jeannle Bennett, 
Winnle Wesley 
Myrtle Laidlaw 
Grace Azak 
Barbara Miller 
Autumn Richard 
Anita Ridler 
Vera Dudoward 
Ralph Cooley 
Lila Mason 
Selina Starr 
Gloria Russel. 
Patty & Leonard Squires 
Olive Azak 
Barb Henry 
Diane Bolton 
Stu Hubbard 
Bob Turner 
Billy Bolton 
Jeff Spalding 
Gerald Bolton 
Irene Griffin 
Don Roberts Sr. 
Dr. Norma Kerby 
Skeena Cellulose 
Lyle Bolton 
Freda Dieslng 
Garflelds (Arlene 
Spalding) 
" - " r ;  . .  , : 
• : F " I . " 4 r I 
Emma BoRon - 
VJctorSpald!ng • • 
Vern Homer & Linda 
: Beverly Bolton 
Jo-anne Auckland 
Nora Azak 
Sandra Wesley 
Addle Ryan 
Pucci 
Roxanne Henry 
Janice Henry 
Rodney & Willie Bolan 
Betty Webb 
Ron Wesley 
Stan Wesley 
Erich Christlansen - 
Audrey Azak 
Lori Roberts, 
Reynold Collins 
George Henry 
Beverly Spalding 
Shirley Bolton 
Bob Morris 
Nummy 
Maurice & J.C. Squires 
Russell BoRon 
Alex Inselberg 
Consultants of Project 
James Miller 
CEIC program 
Terry Starr 
.The children involved in the Float 
and all the persons involved in the Barbeque. 
Brian & Lorraine Simon Reece 
Manny Henry Marlene Price 
Jerome Ware Mickey Mason 
Edward Benson Larry Sealey 
John Caccla David Bohn 
Terry Jackson Brian Bolton 
Luclano Andolfatto Fred McKenzle 
I F 
• " : ;  • !7 . ¸  
Frank Rldler 
Joe Wagner 
Roger Bourgain 
• Steve Roberts 
Rick Bohn 
Johnny Lelson 
Olive Lockerby 
Bob Ryan 
• Glen Wood 
Cecil Morrison 
Ben Williams 
Gary Savard 
Roy Nelson 
Ernle Geron 
Alan Groat 
Rick Wesley 
Ed Wesley 
Collln Peal 
Gary BoRon 
Andrew Collins 
Greg McQuarrle 
Rick Mason 
James Grant 
Brian Bugatto 
Sean Gregg 
Arjunna Walker 
Jim Webb Jafck Phelan 
Betty Webb Simon Walker 
Irene Collins Paul Russell 
Ron Wesley. Fred Wells 
Stan Wesley Harry RIdler 
Bob Monroe Lianna Faust 
Brian Norstrom Charlotte Reece 
Maurice Sam Cleo Reece 
Bill Christlansen • 
John Lavergne 
Alvin Azak 
Mansel Griffin 
Heather Lynch 
Jim Westerman 
Bill & Val Turner 
f 
Peter Hoedt 
Duane Homer 
James Roberts 
Alfred Scott 
Larry Brown 
Jorma Jyrkkanen 
Jerry Beupre 
In the event that anyone has been overlooked, our sincere apologies. 
• c , ' .  ~ %" :  , . : 
In closing, I wish to add a special thank you ,to Vic, Vera, Thee and 
Diane •your s(~pport, advice and encouragment wasdeeply 
appreciated. To all the contacts I made in co-ordinating this event 
you will always be remembered and treasured. Last but not least, 
• KelsandCarolyn. Thank you, 
: Sarah 
i=." z ...... 
0 
Robble Manion 
Teresa Robinson 
Frances Birdsell 
Marshall Burgess 
LeeVates 
Renold Starr 
Loma Brown 
Kreas Nelson 
. •  i • . :  •¸ 
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Mall team takes 
bed race trophy 
TERRACE --TheRCMP had a 
section of Lakelse Ave. cordon- 
ed off, and the sidewalks were 
lined with hundreds of anxious 
spectators. Than chaos broke 
loose as the athletes appeared, 
and the crowd broke ranks. 
• by Tod Straehan 
Racing teams bombarded 
, . . . . .  • , 
I : i 
iti!~ 
each other with a variety of their futures and spend the rest 
weaponsto prove their.superior- of the event as spectators. 
ity. Children dodged between The third heat was marred by 
moving legs and equipment to 
• grab unexploded water balloons, 
fueling an attack of their own. 
Parents, in their infinite wisdon. 
Lifeguards 
see action 
TERRACE - -  Lifeguards at the 
Terrace .Swimming Pool have 
been credited with saving the life 
abandoned their off-spring and 
ran for cover. 
When •order was restored, bat- 
tered teams re-grouped at the 
starting line and the annual 
Skeena Mall Bed Racewas ready 
to begin. 
The City of Terrace and the 
RCMP took the first two heats, 
leaving their competition sitting 
on soaked, beds to contemplate 
of a 12-year-old girl who ran in- a flawless run on the litter- 
to difficulty at the pool early last strewn street (in their own lane), 
week. and the RCMP and City of Ter- 
Ken Veldman, T.J. Sheas- race had to settle for lesser prizes 
green and Jimmy Pegg were on of second and third. 
• duty when the girl, who was For their effort, the Skeena 
swimming with her,family, lost Mall team won the annnual 
consciousness and had to be trophy plus some individual 
taken from the pool. keepers. The RCMP won a large 
• Pool Director Tony Toriglia trophy for their secondplace 
said the lifeguards acted quickly finish, and the City of Terrace 
and put their training to good won medallions for third. 
use by resuscitating the girl 
before the ambulance arrived. A plaque for the best looking 
He  said he knew the youth bed went to the Mills Memorial 
would be fine when he checked Hospital entry, and the hard 
with the parents following the luck Skunk Prize, steins .with 
incident and they told him that a picture of skunk, went 
the first thing she wanted to do to the Workers' Compensation 
when she got home was to go Board. 
swimming. . 
Torigl ia said that the Of course, there are no real 
lifeguards acted, "very profes- winners or losers in the Skeena 
sionally," and he was very pleas- 
ed with 'their performance. He 
said that each had received let- 
ters 'of recognition for their 
quick action from Recreation 
Director Steve Scott. 
Athletes - -  
He said the exact cause of the 
winter games outbreak wasn't 
totally clear yet but after an in- 
tensive investigation coor- 
dlnated in the lower, mainland he 
said it appeared some cornish 
game hen that was included in 
some of the box lunches wasn't 
considered safe by food handlers 
at the game, and those lunches 
were pulled and destroyed. 
"They felt they had thrown all 
the spoiled chicken away but our 
controversey when the Skeena 
Mall entry won theheat but was 
disqualified for leaving their 
disignated lane. After much 
discussion; Skeena Mall athletes 
convinced the judges they were 
told by an official to follow the 
dotted line in the middle of the 
road, and their win was allowed 
to stand. 
Skeena Mall proved • their 
superiority in the final heat with 
Mall Bed Race, and spectators 
applauded all teams equally for 
participating in what is really a 
gruelling event o provide some 
of the best entertainment of 
Riverboat Days. 
cont inued  f rom page  3 
missed some of these.'.' 
Bowering didn't attach any 
blame to the food handlers, say- 
ing. that they had prepared 
thousands of the lunches, and 
even though they spotted the 
contaminated chicken, "They 
may have missed a few." 
He said the balance of the lun- 
ches, which were considered 
safe, were stored in reefer trucks 
overnight before distribution to 
3220 Eby  St reet ,  Ter race ,  B,C.  I beh ind  Mohawk 
CLEARANCE SALE 
100%• Nylon Saxony 
60 oz. beige or gold 
BERBER-JUTE BACI~ 
95 1.5,q. ,o. 
36 oz. 80% acrylic 
20% nylon 
We will soonbe moving to: 4726 Lazefle 
• L 
. : - i :  i ¸  
Speed,  ac t ion ,  and  an  occas iona l  b i t  o f  sanct ioned  v io lence  make the  bed  races  down Lake lse  Ave .  one  o f  the  most  
popu lar  events  dur ing  Ter race 's  annua l  R iverboat  Days .  
• . . • , 
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suspicion is that they might have games athletes the next day. 
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delivered every week. 
For just $24:you don't have 
to miss a single issue! 
Subscribe !i 
" n°w'  'il j• ,j 
A full year: $24.00 :": 
Two years :  $45.00 .._ 
Come into our office, I 
. o r  send a cheque or 
money order, to: ' 
Terrace Review 
4535 Gre ig  Ave . ,  
• :Ter race ,  B .C .  
V8G 1M7 
Phone:  
• : 635-7840 
• , . o . . "  
~~~. ._  
Subscript ion Order Form: 
[ ]  Cheque 
r-i 1 Year- $24 
• [ ]  Money  Order  
P/ease  send a subscr ipt ion• to: 
Name 
1-12 years - $45 
~ Charge Card :  Masiert~?sad~[r. j 
Ca id  # 
Exp i ry  Date  
Address  
Phone 
. ,  t, J n 
I 
Posta l  Code 
!I 
I I 
Terrace, B.C. 
' V8G 1M7 
L t 
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Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., 
Mai l .or  bring this  form to : "  
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Poisoning prompts 
health unt probe 
The apparent overspraying of of the spraying incident, as well 
the herbicide Roundup by a Kiti- as some background informa- 
mat contractor has outraged ten- tion on the herbicide Roundup. 
ants who were not warned of the He said he had sent question- 
spraying, and the incident naires to all the tenants and re- 
brought renewed protest from quested that all Kitirnat doctors 
the Skeena Society to Oppose report any illnesses which may 
Pesticides (STOP). be linked to the spraying. "I' l l  
According to Dr. David Bow- compile those statistics and hope 
efing, the Chief Medical Officer to give Kitimat Council a report 
for the Skeena Health Unit, the prior to their next meeting," he 
applicator was employed by the said. 
owner of the Golden Town- Bowering said that Roundup 
houses apartments to apply the was "relatively low in terms of 
herbicide around the perimeter toxicity" and said it was con- 
of the building, sidered to be safe by Agriculture 
He said tenants of the build- Canada following tests in which 
ing told him the herbicide had samples of the herbicide were in- 
been applied with a commercial jected into the skin of 50 volun- 
sprayer on a windy day, and teers who apparently suffered no 
although they could see the ill effects from the chemical over 
spray blowing and could smell a period of several months. 
the fumes, they were generally He said -the main use of 
unprepared for the application Roundup was in the agricultural 
of the herbicide, industry and that the chemical 
Bowering said residents have could be applied to a field to kill 
complained that they received weeds and planting could take 
no notice of the spraying, and place only a few days later with 
many children who were playing no effect on the crop. But even 
outside at the time have since though Roundup appeared to 
complained of illness, lose its herbicidal effect rapidly, 
" I 'm not aware of anybody Bowering said that the remain- 
being sick enough to be hospital- ing chemical apparently binds to 
ized but children have been sick the soil and any long term effect 
with symptoms like headaches, it may have on mammals is still 
nose bleeds and vomiting," he not clear. 
said. "To this point, I've heard Bob Brown, Co-chairman of 
of nine individuals with symp- STOP, was more critical of the 
toms, and there may be more. spraying incident and more 
"I 've basically been trying to skeptical of safety claims by 
reassure people a little bit. I Monsanto, the manufacturer of
know that they've been a little the chemical. 
frightened and some of them are. "The whole spray area is right 
concerned about things like can- next to a park. There's kids run- 
cer or thinking that their build- ning around it in bare feet and 
ings are going to be contaminat- they're playing in water that's 
ed for a long time. But I think run-off from the area that was 
those scenarios are pretty unlike= sprayed." 
• ly," Bowering said. Brown said that the residents 
He added, however, that most were outraged. "They had no 
people were less concerned notification, they didn't know 
about the effects of the herbicide what they were dealing With, 
than they were about what they they had sick kids on their 
felt was a violation of their hands, and the applicator said 
rights as tenants. "They had no the herbicide was as safe as table 
warning, and they didn't get a salt. 
chance to explore alternatives," "And that's a claim that you 
he said. cannot make," he said. "The 
Bowering said Kitimat Coun- Safety of Roundup is very much 
cil had asked for a report on any under a cloud. It's very much a 
possible medical consequences questionable chemical,"hesaid. 
I~ l^~t=~. l / l~ l l l  I LVV l j I I I i - -  cont lnuedf rompage2 
tion as administrator for the with children. 
Terrace centre for private prac- She said that because of a 
rice, was a physiotherapist at the 
Terrace centre for 1~ years and 
said she would continue in that 
role as well. as offering any re- 
quired training ,tO new .physio- 
therapists who had not worked 
serious shortage of physiother- 
apists in B.C. the chances of fin- 
ding new employees immediately 
was unlikely and she would pro- 
bably be working at least half- 
time in the position for a while. 
The Terrace Pony A//star Team would 
"like to thank the following businesses 
for their donations and assistance in 
enabling the team to travel to the 
provincia/playoffs in Maple Ridge, B.C. 
Inn of the West 
Finning Tractor 
Terrace Travel 
Terrace Builders 
All West Glass 
Rudon Enterprises 
Pizza Hut 
Farko Contracting 
Lindsay's Cartage 
Braid Insurance 
West End Chevron 
Cedarland Tire Service 
Terrace Interiors 
River Industries 
Northern Drugs 
Paragon Insurance l
Richard's Cleaners 
Northern Motor Inn 
Terrace Steel Works 
Thornhill Husky 
N & J Services 
Budget Rent-A-Truck 
Kermode Friendship Society 
Wlghtman & Smith'lnsurance 
Terrace H & H Builders 
~. Twin River Electric 
:~Norm's Auto Refinishing 
CiTY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
REZONING APPLICATION 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to change the Zoning and rele- 
vant Official Community Plan designated land use application hereto --  from P-1 
Public Assembly to R-2 Residential Two - - to  affect the property and land outlined 
and shaded on the accompanying maps, marked Schedule "A" and Schedule "B". 
-. CiViC ADDRESSES: 
Greig Avenue, numbers 4416, 4418, 4420, 4422, 4424 and 4426, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1M2; 
and numbers 4415, 4417, 4419, 4421, 4423, 4425,.4427 Terrace, B.C., VSG 1Mt. • 
LEGAL ADDRESS: 
LOTS 1 to 6 inclusive, BLOCK 2; and Lots 1 to 7 inclusive, BLOCK 3; ALL within PLAN 
3094, D.L 369, RANGE 5, COAST DISTRICT. 
THE INTENT: - 
The intent of this Rezoning Appli(~ation is to CHANGE the COMMUNITY PLAN and 
ZONING BY-LAW to recognize the low density residential use and character of the 
area. 
The proposed amendment By-law and Official Community Plan may by view by any 
and all interested parties, during normal business hours (8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.), Mon- 
day to Friday, at the: 
Municipal Offices, 
3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 2X8. • 
The Public Hearing will be held on Monday, August 31, 1987, at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Municipal Council Chambers, 3215 Eby Street aforesaid. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this Application may do so, in 
writing,to May.rand Council, and/or in person the evening of the said 
Public Hearing. 
TAKE NO TICE and be governed accordingly. 
Robert S. Greno 
City Dimctor 
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PROPOSED CHANGE TO DESIGNATED LAND .USE IN THE "'SCHEDULE A'" 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN OFTERRACE : 
EXISTING DESIGNATED USE OF LIGHT INDUSTRIAL TO BE 
CHANGED TO LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL. 
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Plon 
6REIG . AVE.  
PROPOSED ZONING CHANGE 
"'SCHEDULE B'" 
EXISTING ZONE OF ADMINISTRATION AND ASSEMBLY (PI) 
TO BE CHANGED TO LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL No.2 (R2) 
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l"lhll young rain took advantage of an empty seat In the orchestra to rest and 
get close to the music at the feast in the Terrace arena hosted by the Gila. 
Quoex people after a recent pole-raising ceremony. The musicians are with 
the Lax'kw'Alaams marching band, who came from Port Simpson to play at 
the event. 
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Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
. Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"'All the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
635-6600 
Weekly Crossword, 
ACROSS LAST .WEEK 'S .SOLU~.ON 6 Prlmad"nna: 
• .~u ~I  Fiwil 0 IA 'B  A I  ~ hldlvldual 
, I IN IN IE : I i  IN IE IRto I t  F~ B Bu,',e ,.,,..m+n, O =,,.,,., + ~ / UTI+I'0 "n"""°°'"'""'"" EIImlnale ' N I T A T TE  T I O 
Italian river I C I I /  Seaweed ' 
Catch IFIIA.~L~I~.II-IMI_SI 'l~ Best . 
HIs  I'~E~I,~JI_~I~.EI_E_~ []_N_iG] 16 Exists Al lemoon party 
• say I I~ IE I I~ IT IR I !  I._A_PEBQJR_I~118 Prolound 
Pronoun .~2 Since 
I :00  Cnmpeador -13 Scent . 
.~4 Couile 
Ocean .)1 Skill 
Creed 19 Enemy 
Hawallen food J~ Guide 
50 
Edlbleseaweed 3,t Ptesenltlme 
28 Vassal 53 Sniallesl 35 Ex.lsl 
30 National League (inlt.) 5? Moril 36 Sole 
31 Spoken 59 Tiny 38 Balance 
33 Me~lcanlabomr 60 Coirelatlv~ 40 wl 
35 Located 61 Negative 42 Poems 
37 Binds 62 
39 Signgss 46 Negative 
41 Old auto DOWN 48 Observed 
43 Addedllquorlo 
45 Gain t lhoselnpower 54 Astound 
47 Finishes ' " 2 Knock 55 SIIIch 
49 24 hours 3 LIn~;nhl 56 Goltmound 
Toward A " 
51 Think ,~ 
i ,! 12 l; J IS lB • ' 21 
26 
Femah~ .,lheep 
Rlght(ahhr ) 
Anger 
44 Loukat , 
5,2 hide.Chin, languagn 
51 Act 
"FiB Velmonl(abbr.) 
; -"7"-  "1 
i= i i= i  i= i i l i  
" I i 
" i J  =0 
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BY JACK ELROD 
F 
Specializing in: 4x4 Repairs and Automat ic  Transmis'sions 1 
-. ~ " ' ' ;  ' ' ' . ' ; ' i . '~ .  ° " :  ; 
I 
l AUTO REPAIR  LTD.  I 
SALLY FORTH : BYGREG HOWARD " 
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CLA$.SIFI ED ADS 
I heltAm you heading in 
dght direction? 
[Get the Terrace Newel 
I(A year's subcription $24 
TRIVIA 
( . ,~o BUWE~.? ) 
. IN JULY? r ' /  
• ~'irst Refrigerator 
Thomas Moore, a Maryland 
farmer famed for delivering hard 
butter lit Ihe stmm)er m()nlhs, 
p;tlcl=lcd tim first ,refrigerator." 
a cedar lub titled with a, ice Iray 
aml insulatuJ will= rabbil pells, in 
1"/93. says Nalional Geographic.  
Earth's Air - I 'o i l . thm Di lemma 
In the winter, when the Arctic is 
tilted into covlsta,I wight slid the 
sun C;I=IIIOl ge l leratc  ¢Iea=l'~illg • 
wind.~ mKl l~recipilalion, tile ling. 
¢sl si,gle mass ol'Ixdlul km sits atop 
the globe likea dirty cap. 
Breathing the air in Mexico City 
on .mine winter mor"ings has b~n 
compared to smoking two packs 
of cigarettes a day. "i he culprils:. 
vehicle cXl la l lS l ;  I';Ic1¢~1)' ~ll=oke. 
a,dsmoldcHl=g refuse heap~. 
I ,  Alhe,s, acid deposilio, has 
caus~d nlore erosion on the m=Ciel=t ' 
marble Parthenon in the past 24 
years :than had occurred "in 24 
centuries. 
Audit 
I I I  I I  
I I I  
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in •the more than 70 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspapers Association and reach more than 900,000 homes and a potential of two million readers. 
$129, for 25 Words ($3. per each additional word) Call the Terrace Review at 635-7840 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
AUTOMOTIVE  
Buy/Lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pre-approved- 
credit. Call collect 464-0271. 
D5231 ." 
L'~s~-Purcnase any Ford/ 
Mercury car/truck. "0"  $ 
down. Low payments OAC. 
-Immediate delivery. Toll-' 
free 1-800-663-4966. Stan. 8 
a.m. to 6 p.m. (D7336). 
Take over payments. '86 
F-350 Crew Cab, 4X4. 6.9 
Litre diesel. 4 speed, $535/ 
me. DL8196. Call 1-800-663- 
6933: 
New, fully equipped logging 
trucks for sale• Trades wel- 
come, good financing pack- 
age available. Phone Steve 
or Grant at: 1-800-663-6205. 
Lease/Buy any Ford truck. 
Select from six acre stock. 
Nothing down O.A.C. Call 
Bill or Ken collect 294-4411 
DL8105. 
New Ford crewcab .diesel 
4X4 or any truck; Lease/ 
Buy, low rates. Nothing 
down O.A.C. Call Tom Mor- 
~ an or Mark collect 294- 411. DL8105. 
Newly constructed 50-seat 
restaurant on Hwy: 16 New 
Hazelton. Fu l ly  equipped 
and ready for business. For 
sale or lease. Contact Steve 
Jubasz, Box 174, New Haz- 
elton or Phone 842-6074• 
X 
uates of our Professional 
Culinary Training Program 
are employed in the most 
prestigious establishments 
in B.C. Full-time, six month 
course starts September 21, 
1987. Government assis- 
tance available. Write or call 
for "brochure: Pierre Dub- 
rulle Culinary School, 1522 
West 8th Avenue, Vancou- 
ver, B.C. V6J 4R8. 738- 
3155. 
Earn Extra Income! Income 
Tax or Bookkeeping courses 
by.correspondence. Free 
brochure no obligation. U'& 
R Tax Services,• 205 - 1345 
Pembina Hwy., Winnipeg, 
Man. R3T 2B6. Franchise 
available. 
ProfessionaiDriver Train- 
EQUIPMENT AND 
.. MACHINERY 
Pacific Forklift Sales. Wes- 
tern Canada's largest inde- 
pendent used forklift dealer• 
Dozens of good used elect- 
ric, gas, propane, diesel, 
4x4. Terry Sffnpson (604) 
533-5331 Eves (604)535- 
1381 • 
7 
1980 Mack Superliner, cab, 
hood, frame, front end, fuel 
tanks, stacks, battery boxes, 
and more. For further infor- 
mation phone (604)798-2432. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
River boat 25 foot riveted 
aluminum 350 engine jet- 
drive, full convertible top, 
upholstered interior painted, 
heat exchanger heater, tan- 
dem trailer, hydraulic 
brakes• Professionally built 
$16,000. (604)766-3790. 
Low cost practical aids for 
special needs people. Also 
toys, switches, etc. Free 
catalogue• Contact: Reach, 
Queen Alexandria Hospital 
For Children,, 2400 Arbutus, 
GARDENING 
Curved glass patio exten- 
si0ns starting at $1,050. 
Hobby greenhouses starting 
'at  $549. Full line of"green- 
house accessories. Call B.C. 
Greenhouse Builders . toll-~ 
free 1-800-242,0673 or write 
7425 Hedley Avenue, Bur- 
naby~ B.C. V5E 2R1. 
HELP  WANTED 
We require one agent-in 
your area-to handle tele- 
phone enquiries to this local 
classified ad:"Hawail con- 
dos from $20. a day. Phone 
(your #) . "  For information 
• phone 386-1309 Victoria day 
or night. 
Love Houseplants. Demon- 
strate hy.droculture full or 
part time. Canada's fast 
rOWing network now ready 
r B.C. No  inventory, no 
deliveries• proven high in- 
come program. Plantoasis, 
897 Desmond Street, Kam- 
loops, V2B 5K3. (604)376- 
4100. 
Pharmacist Required. Appli- 
cations are invited for a• 
PETS AND L IVESTOCK 
Border Collie Pups. Regis- 
tered ABCA from tr ia l  par- 
ents worklng catt le and 
sheep. Phone Ted Sutton 
273-~1758 after 8 p.m. 
REAL  ESTATE 
Recreational Properties fo r  
sale thoughout B.C. Ocean, 
lake frontage• Remote & 
semi r~smote, some cabins. 
Free Catalogue. Niho Land 
& Cattle Co., #2 - 7311 
Kingsway, Burnaby, B.C. 
V5E 1G8. (604)520-1515. 
5 Adjoining lots with water 
in serenely beautiful Wa l -  
hachin B.C. On Thompson. 
River, ne~.r~o K~mloOps. Reply 
to Herb Abell, 74 Marbury  
Road, Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
R2P 0E4. 
Christina Lake, B.C. 1358 
sq.ft, modern three bedroom 
bungalow, one acre land- 
scaped lot. •Fireplace, decks, 
double garage, carport, stor- 
age sh_eds, greenhouse. 
Good lake view. 447-9751. 
30 1-10 Acre lots, ideal for 
~ ardening or  hobby farms, ust off: Hwy. 1 west of 
Kamloops on the Thompson 
River. Call 373-2282 for ing.Selkirk College, Nelson, Victoria• V8N 1V7. permanent Pharmacist peel- 
BUSINESS B.C .  A comprehensive tion, This consists of half more information, 
• " • " time at the hospital and has, Si~RVIcES-T r- OPPORTUNITIES course leading to a Class 1 Lighting Fixtmes. Western . . :  . . . . .  , • In me past, oeen comolneo 
Okanagan pub, excellent (unlimited truck operator). Canada s largest display. . -~- -  ~,-,f * ,~,- , ,  ,=*~,,,, ,,* ICBC owe .you money for 
gross. 20% increase last Also class 2, 3 and 4.  For Wholesale and retail. Free ~'~'~ .=.,-",=~b.~';"-.=, ~,-'~."~;~,-=~ personal injury? Vancouver 
year. Death forces sale. Con- further information contact Catalogues available. Nor, L'~ =. '.'t ~°' ' -"='"L~ ,°'T '=)"'~'. /nzs m an opponun,zy to oe lawyer Carey Linde (since 
tact Henry Desnoyer, Trade- Selkirk College, • Nelson burn Lighting Centre., 4600 . . . . . . . .  
land Realty, 3410 Cold- Campus, 352-6601. East Hastings Street, Bur- a.partoT.,a oyhnaml,c, n=ea~t,n 1972)has Free Information. 
Stream Ave., Vernon, B.C. naby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone ,,o,o ,~=,,,. ,,,o o,, . . . . . . .  •Phone 1-684-7798: Second 
V1T 1Y2 Phone 604-545- Free: 1986 guide to study-~ 1-299-0666 " applicant will bee.xpected .to Opinions Gladly Given. 
at-home correspondence' ' . . . . . . . .  - - ~  imitate ano partlclpate m 
5325. Diploma courses for presti- ~ a~ ~=,,= in B,~at & Beach changes within .the depart- ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Port + Starboard Factory nious careers" Accountinn ."'-."":"•~" _~ . -. . . . .  ment as me sore m-cnaroe Dale Carr-Harris - 20 years a 
direct jeans have B.C. dea- =' • mTmtaoms - =~svymr mnat- Pharmacist This will also Ge trial lawyer with five years ~irconditioning, Bookkeep- able- Be ~ ' - ' - ' ' "  so= ,,~...= .' • - o. =,o .,u,,, ~o~,. ~,,,,,m, medical school before law.. lerships available. Potential rag, Business, Cosmetology, ,o,=n,, ,,on=,,m,~ ,,, ¢14~ .an o.p..portun!ty . to  see a 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex-  - " . . . . . . . .  ~' . . . .  I '  "~ " . . . .  oeautffUl art of I:i u ,  ex $80,000 Plus. Investment Electronics, Legal/Medical ~14,o,, v ~,~, 11 nn Ib • P " : ." 
$35,000. Full Information. Secretary, Psvcho!onv, Tra -~" =. : :  ".=. ,. "'% -_" penence small town nosp=- perienced in head inju~'yand 
Mr. Martin, #300 - 1815 vel Gr'anton'. /1~'  1055 cap.~..~ r..~.a~Eess rrom tality and gain experience in other major claims. Percen. 
Blanchard, Victoria. 384- West Geor,~ia'St~eet'#2002 ~,uo . :^~oun m.ys :]rom both  hospital and retail tage fees available. 
3203. Vancouver,~-800-268-1121.' ?~°av~;P~rt .u ,u~'  ~Prg; pharmacy" Send resume, or TRAVEL 
~ t  " ~ _ . .Y . . .  ) : . .  • . . . .  direct inouirles to DIrector o; 
D= Ioma corres ondence uoats at Ma=~ uroer P'nces growing on-board truck "P P" • . . . . . . . . . .  • Patient Care Servlcas, Bulk- Las Vegaslll Koala Motel. 
scales company. Low basic Free ca!endar. High School T,ne uoatnouse Man_ne ~up- ley Valley- District Hospital, Dally - Weekly - Monthly. 
Investment yields good re- up-graomg,, accountmo, E.u~,_ooo~o~, v~.,,u.uuver, Box 370 Smithers, B.C. Comfortable accommodl- 
• • V0J 2N0. ~604~847-2611. turn. For more information management, administra- u u Pree ue~wery oy DUe m tionsll At rates" you cam 
call (604)635-5945. tion, secretarial, computers. B.C. .... -= , -e r , -~ , , ,  ~ affordll Write or call Candy 
Established 1964. National . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ r ~  for your free Motel & C, aalno 
~,l iA N U ICN = NIl,,1 $31,000 required Immediate- College, 444 Robson, Van.. =~nu.'mr~,.=' _ White Man, uowntown van- Package: 520 S. Casino Cen- 
ly, repayable over 3 years at couver, 688-4913 toll free _ = . ' . . couver, 37, 5'7" to 6'2", 130 tre, Las Vegas, Nv.. 89101 
39% Interest. Interested 1-800-387-1281~ 24 hours ~ro.nnouse & Hyoroponlc Ibs. to 170.1bs. Per oats or (702)384-8211. . 
parties should contact Low- , " eq'uipment, supplies. ~very- possible trlenoshlp. James 
rle Campbell, Box 639 ,  EQUIPMENT • thing you need. Best quallty, Res: 689-7897. '"Ideal For Autumn Travel". 
• Cache Creek, B.C. V0K IH0 '  AND MACHINERY ,, super low prices. Green- Carlboo Byways Scenlc Clr- 
or caii'(604)457-9187.' p ~ ~  houses $169., Halides.$105. Dates Galore. For all ages ole Tours. For maps on 
Ideal Investment • - Growing headsaw ,v edger 318 Jim- over 3 ,000  prooucts zn and unattached. Thousands (~uesnel, Williams Lake and 
r n u  rli°a.'=l mnfn " "stockZ Seno sz xor mr0 pack of members anxmus to meet 100 Mile House arqas wri.te community of Merritt.• 4- ,,,~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  r electric re- _ _ • .. . . . 
plex. excellent condition, ceed. extra blades $15,000. & Preemagazmetoweszern you. Prestige Acquain- Cariboo Tourist Assoc., Box 
Gross annual revenue Randy Brink, Kleena Kleene Water Farms, 1244 Seymour tances. Call, Toll Free 1-800- 4900, Williams Lake. B.C. 
$18,000. " Asking $110,000 2T Via Prince George opera- St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 263-6673. Hours: 9 a.m. to 7 V2G 2V8. Super NatUral 
Phone 820-1795 or 378-2613. + tor. 3N9. 1-604-682-6636. p.m. Western British Columbla~ 
- i I 
continued from page 1 
tices in local forests came to pro- received at the hands of one con- 
minence in February when the tractor that he broke~down and 
Labour Legislation Review, was unable to finish reading his 
chaired by Labour Minister Ly- 
a l l  Hanson, received submis- 
sions in Terrace from two north: 
west loggers, one of whom was 
apparently so overcome with the 
recollection of treatment he'd 
brief. 
Severalweeks later ihe Ter- 
race Constituency *office~0f 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker was 
the site Of a protest as irate log- 
ging truck operators from Stew- 
continued from page 2 , . , 
clinics were required that would 
not only geach sex education but 
parenting and birth Control as 
well. 
Harcourt - -  
ABORTION IS A MATTER 
OF PERSONAL CHOICE 
Harcourt admitted that the 
personal opinions of party 
members varied. "It is a very in- 
tense debate, which you can 
realize,• because we have people 
that hold an anti-abortion posi- 
tion in our party," he conclud- 
ed. 
"Our position on abortion is 
that it is a matter of choice bet- 
ween a woman, her family and 
her family physician," Harcourt 
said. "It's not pro-'abortion but 
it says that it is a personal choice 
for those individuals to make." 
He explained that community- 
based health programs and 
art packed in wall-to.wall and 
demanded action against a con- 
tractor who was allegedly driv- 
ing them to finacial ruin through 
non-pa~nen t 
Davis pointed out that many 
local logging contractors fulfill 
their statutory obligations as 
employers to the letter. "We're 
not out put the small guys, or 
anyone, out of business," he 
said, but added that anyone who 
doesn't have adequate financing 
or cash flow to meet regular pay- 
roll requirements houldn't be in 
business at all. 
"The bottom fine is this," 
Davis concluded. "The reality 
of the industry in the Northwest, 
for the most part, is that anyone 
who owns a saw and a set of 
caulk boots is in fact acting as a 
banker. The lowest level worker 
is bearing the financing cost of 
the industry." 
Queensway 
: Trad,ng 
I--I New & Used Guns 
• 77 Pistols & Rifles 
I-I All Hunting & 
Fishing Suppl ies 
[-1 Licenses 
For  all your outdoor needs 
see us!! 
638-1613 
3215 Kalum Street Terrace, B.C. 
) 
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Two bin Keens suction gold dredges; 
diving equipment; 1 pr. water skis, 
solid white ash; 1 pr. slalom skis; 1 pr. 
European Slalom skis. Phone 
635-6492. 8/19p 
* TRAMPOLINES , 
For Fun and Fitness 
- -  BRAND NEW -- 
Big 13' x 13' 
$99500 
Ph. 638-1865 
I, Bizabeffi 8arab Hong, will not be 
and am not reepenslble for any past, 
present or future debts of one Donald 
Douglas Hong of 108.4502 Lazelle 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. g/gn 
I~lum Family Day Can has open. 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newbom to 12 years. Full-time, 
pert-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638.8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
I 
Terrace Gay Information line, 
638-1256, Sundays 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
10128p 
Five lifts of lumber 2 x 6 and 2x 10s, 
$1,200 firm. Motorbike/skidoo troller 
or house on wheels. Steel frame, ~ 
• cedar siding, sliding windows, ramp, 
$800 o.b.e. Work shift work so keep 
• trying. Phone 842-6006. 9/9p 
Plane Tuning & Maintenance 
Summer special, July and Auoust 
only. Tuning $50. A. Lehmann. Piano 
Tuning. Phone 635-3788 for appoint, 
ment. 8/28p 
Opportunity for mrnl-mtlred or mired 
person or couple If) Terrace. Two 
bedroom apartment with closed-In 
garage available In exchange-for of- 
rice duties and checking property. 
Must have had experience with office 
one child; $3/hr. for two children; 
IN/hr. for three children;or 1401mo. 
• for two days a week; $601mo. for three 
days a week; $100/mo. for five days a 
week. Children may stay a max. rof 
th.me hours a day and must bring 
mar  owh snack. Rates can be ad- 
Justed for 2.week pedode. For more 
Information, cell 6380703 or after 
July 6, .838-006!. (3312 Sparks Ave., 
T Or r~) .  . t fn  
Chlldme's House Pro. 
SChoOl le taldng registration for Sept. 
1007. Three days a week - ¢~5/mo. 
TWo days I wink • INS/too. Classes 
run from 9 to 11".45 a.m. Call Traele at 
6384)703 or after July 5 at 638.0061. 
• . tfn 
m=k  =at, about 
pJ~. 1 In EI)y and Hamer area. 
Ownem please call 635.3784. 8/19o 
_.t~: (x~/Ight ~ Imm'e 10.qxled 
~.u. uay weekend. Last asan st 
8peeD~ Printers. Reward offered. 
Call 635-7181, ask for Pat. 8/1go 
I •ve 'You  have young children? We a drop-In centre for you. Starting procedures and be people-oriented. 
July 8 to Aug. 14, everyone 18 Please send resume to File 15, c/o 
welcome. We're open from 8:30 a.m. Terrace Review, 4535 Craig Ave., Tar- 
to 4 p.m. Monday to Fdday. $2/hr. for ace, B.C. V8G 1M7. 
FOR SALE  
STEYR-MAN 300 WM s1195. 
SAKe FC 375 H H sg00. 
RUGER RS 338 WM s595. 
WINCH LTW 30-06 q00., 
VOERE TITAN 270 =850. 
New guns - -  FAC reqired. 
Cash only. 
8/lgp 
Classified Ads - -  Deadline is Friday, 4:00p'm. 
As a public service the Ter race  Rev iew will print free of charge any ad offeringt0 share 
something with the community (e.g., rides, child care, free items In 
no charge for "Lost& Found!' or for ads placed by individuals ~eek~n~diwti°r~t herewill be 
RATES: Ncn.dlsplsv • per issue: $4.00 for 30 words or less, additional word 5¢ each. 
• Display. per issue: $4.75 p_er column inch. 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., Terrace B.C. V8G 1M7 
TERRACE 
CURLING 
ASSOCIATION 
Applications are now being accepted for a 
part.time Curling Rink Attendant. Contract 
Period, September 1, 1987 to AprlIA5, 1988 
with shift work required. Dutlee to include 
maln2slnance and house supervision. Send 
resume to: 
Terrace Cudlng Association 
P.O. Box 247 
, Tonaco, B.C. 
V811 4AS 
e/2~ 
J 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre Is 
seeking applicants for the following posi- 
tions: 
ADMINISTRATOR 
Responsible for preparing submissions and 
reports, general office duties, as well as 
shared responsibility for Centre progremm.- 
lag. 
Applicants should have a feminist perspec- 
tive, 'good organizational 8kills and the 
ability to work  autonomously and co- 
operatively. 
Starting: September 14, 1987 
Permanent Part-time 
24 Hours per week 
$12. 50 Per hour 
Excellent Benefit Package 
CO-ORDINATOR 
Responsible for Centre programming, and 
co-ordination of volunteers. 
Applicant8 should possess good com. 
munlcatlon skills, good organizational 
skills, the ability to work autonomou81y and 
co-operatively, a knowledge of local ser- 
vices and s feminist perspoqtlve 
Starting: September 14, 1987 
Temporary Part.time (37 weeks) 
24 Hours Per Week 
Couple with child wanting for Sept; 1 
• to lease or rent clean home or large 
Lonldng for mature w-al'ter or waltrass-- moblle wlth possible optlon to buy in 
for banquets. Approxlrnately 20 hours Terrace. Good references, non- 
per week. Apply In person at the Inn smokers. Call collect •549-2836. (Ver- 
of the West. 8/19c non) 81289 
635-2944 
Full time babyalltw needed In my 
home In Thomhlll. Hours: Men. - Frl. 
7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. $201day. Two 
boys ages 3 112 yrs. and 10 mos. Must 
have own transportation. Inquire at 
23-3319 Kofoed Dr. starting Sept. 1. 
8128p 
Energet ic  
Mot ivated  
Ha i rdresser  
TO work full time in a pro- 
gressive modern salon. Must 
have B.C. Licence' and 2 
years experience. Apply in 
person to: 
Rhonda's Hair Designs 
638-8787 tfnc 
Elderly woman requires a daytime 
companion, 15 - 20 houm per week; to 
assist with dally, routines, light 
housekeeping and to accompany on 
walks. References please. Call GIIIlan 
after Aug. 22 at 635.3381 after 5 p.m. 
8/19p 
Wan!ed.to lease In/near Tenace Sept. 
] : z  to 4 DoOroom unfurnished home 
with garden area for professional 
couple with occasional grand. 
children. Phone Bob 638-4110. 
8119p 
FOR HIRE 
(A) ticketed electrician - -  no Job too 
big, no Job too small - -  Free 
estimates. $17 per hour. Phone 
63.5-3048 or 638-0216 anytime, tfnp 
Wanted: Fumlsbed suite for single 
non-smoking male for Sept. 1. Phone 
635-6310. 81190 
For rent or lease, 1800 sq. ft. shop or 
atom space on Craig Ave. Fenced 
storage area and parking. Phone 
635-2655. tfnc 
For lease or rent: bodyshop with 
spray booth and air compressor. Ap- 
pax. 1500 sq. ft., large parking area. 
Phone days 635.2655 or eves. 
798-2528. tfno 
I 
FOR RENT 
* Laundry facl i i t les & balconies 
* 2 blocks from downtown 
* Rents start at $290.00 
, References required 
Ph.: 638- i507 or 635-5224 
For lease: e,000 =q. ft. warehouse - -  
4;000 down and 2,000 up; .inside 
building unloading; cold storage 
$1,030 per me. or will Insulate and 
heat. Available Sept. 15. Phone 
638.ae~. 8/2ep 
8/191) , 
8/19o 
Bab~.ffi~r r~.ulred, by_ Sept. 1 to '~2o,,S0eP:rBH°:fra Package and~lPe.On holldxyl? H.o!lday Home Tin~lll~ar naml  _.addMon .to rent ~.  
come IntO my nome In Thomhlll on a Deadll " " . . . .  " - ano Pet uare can provloe a comps- j= ureeK Ave. in eeml-rUlll 
ne lor Appllcauons- August 28, 1987 tent reliable ar $3001month Re8 n I pert.time basis. I have four children I Send aonllcatlnm, on. " • , person to look after ee, . pc s ble single 
--- two .in school all day. Own i ~Tm'Wo, ,m'eC=,~ , things. References available on re. :or couple; References requlr~l. 
t_ransportatlon preferred. Phone _ p.O.Sox198s quest. Call Uanne at 638.1418. 912p ~'none635-4041or835.ge42. 8/25p 
~.~2~ 8/25D '1 urn ,  S.C., Vile 4V1 '_" • ' . _ . . . • . 
' " - i : ellk uo you want quality child earn ror , .:. 
, Your children? New facility opening I __ _ : 71' 
Sept. 1. For more Information call I i= 'ND / I~A(~ IP  / 
I - 1 "v ' "  / 
I . . . .  s. ,  _ , , ,  .,. I In m_y I Store Front/Warehouse / 
I ;D uur  M;ms IRr  I~ , lAn  ~ I nome, TUll-tlmeMon.,Pn.,Ta.m.to,) i L i ' ;h t  Indust r i " l  / 
I ~ ~ . ' ~  "~ ' " "  ~ ~ I p.m., $2/hour. Have• training and 5 | u u | 
| ~ ' ; = ' " = ~ ' °  - -  ~ ! Yeam expenencewlth special needs I ,  .. j_ ,_-  i _ l 
• .h,,~,.. m.....=,eoe,,,,, m, .  I /we  units l f3b  square feet I . -^ . , . . . ' , - " - '  ; . ~  . . . . .  i " , , , , ' . , , , - . , - , . . - ,o~,~,~- . . .  u,,9~, . / 
I ~ - t l  ouplumoer 1. : - . • , . ! currently - -  Coast Tractor / 
| ~ ~ ~  West. ~ / | The Dog mop, pmreeelonau all brace n at K - i " -  - . . . . .  ~ ; "  - -  
I _ .- : ~ 1~.oo each ! grooming, reasonable rates; also I u m , ,wunueano Renney l 
I P ~  g te yourmao dron hv~r  I private obedience lessons. Phone I ~treez. / 
I ~ e n ~ ~ .  ' - f -  r --": : : " I 638.8018. 8/19p loneUnit 1800 square ' feet  at/ 
. . . . . .  I Kenney and Pohle Avenue. / 
! (L/~;radc~uBa'nCt'~V8Gv~MbTle) : :  i i OH Door, Gas Heat and 1 I ! 
• I Washroom. / m m 8/26c i 
Three Fandly OmlOe 8aloll " . ; : 
,,1, o,.o. , . .  . =, ,.o I 635 .7459 / 
I _'_ a.m. to 4 p.m. --  NO EARLY BIRDS, ! , ~.a /  
I NORTHWEST PLEASE. Items include a "White" . ' J 
I sewing machine, child's Par seat & ,n.-- m,...~.___ L . . . . . . . . . . .  :_ . .  
• toys, -,,m wv,  mn u~m,wm m wlln 
~ ,  COMMUNITY  
COLLEGE dinner set8, clothing, and many frldge, and stove. Near town s 
more household items. We may have $2501month, $125 damage del~el~ 
I N S T R U C T O R S  A IDE Just what you've been Iootdng forl Phone 635-4748. 8 / tb  
Coachman Apartments 
1 & 2 bedroom apartments avai lable on the bench 
in Terrace. Clean and affordable suites to suit all 
(!ncluding famil ies).  ,~ 
To view please call:. 
635-7417 
DUTIES: Pre-echool SupervisorlCamgiver in the College Pre- 
school program with children 3-5 years: work in concert with 
Early Childhood Education Instructors to provide modelling 
and support for students In the Early Childhood Education pro: 
gram. 
QUALIFICATIONS: E.C.E. certification and experience in work- 
lag with children and adults. 
This is a part-time postltion ending May 1988. Closing date for 
applications - -  August 30, 1987. 
Please sent resume to: 
Ladu  Tar~lck, E.C.E. Ce-ordlnator, 
Norlhwest Community College, 
Box 725, Terrace, B.C., VaG 4C2 
inquiries phone 835-6611, extension 251. 
: , , . ,  
a/ l :  ~ 
• .S : ,  . .~¢~_z ,  . 
. . . . . . . .  . . !  • . . . . .  , , - .% - .  
• ' .  " t "  - 
. . _ .  • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , -  . . . . .  . . . . .  . . 
11 l 
i 
. • , - . . 
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26 i .T rucks  
Two b~lroom house In horseshoe 
area. $3901month plus utilities. Phone 
835-9612. 8/19p 
18 foot Smoker Craft river boat. 115 
Mere Jet trailer. A-1. Asking $9,500 
firm. 15 hp Johnson OB.short shaft. 
,4.-1, $1,200. Phone 635-2944. 8/19p 
1975 Vanguard, 8 ft. Camper with 
fddge, sink, stove, fumace, attached 
Jacks. Sleeps 5. Asking $2,500. Phone 
• 635.4038 8/19p 
Mobile HOmes 
Mobile Home 12' x 60', wooden addi- 
tion 10' x 30', In very good condition. 
Wood stove, 2 - 3 bedrooms. Must be 
moved. $6,006 o.b.e. Phone 635-4041; 
8/26p 
S in  1260 Multlllth printing press with 
chain delivery and spray. Pdoed to 
soil. Phone 835.7840. tfnp 
10 foot, two ton, A-frame 
Gantry on wheels, $1,500. Phone 
635-7840. tfnp 
11111 Ford ~ ~ Hem 2 doom, 4 
speeds, 4 cyl. AMIFM cassette, and 
sunroof. Excellent body and, running 
condition. Asking $3,500 o.b.e. View 
I t  23-3319 Kofoed Dr. 8/26p 
8/4 ton, 1978 Dodge c lub cab po. war 
wagon.  A/C, P.S., P.B. 8000 wlncn,  
camper  hookup,  tow hitch,  440 motor,  
canopy. Excel lent  oondl t lon.  Phone 
635,6492. 8/19p 
FOR SALE  
Approximately 1970 doub le  
wide mobile home, three 
bedrooms, two baths, also in- 
e ludes fridge, stove and  
draperies. Located at the  
Skeena Valley Golf Course. 
Open to offers. Buyer re- 
quired to pay moving ex- 
penses. Phone 635-2542 be- 
tween 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Four  bedroom,  ful l  basement  home 
on K leanza Drive, 2 (plus) acres, wood 
heat  w i th  8upp ly  o f  f i rewood.  
Assumable  mortgage,  new water  
system. Reduced to $48,000. Phone 
635.4622. 912p 
House for sale at >horseshoe area. 
Three bedrooms, laundry room, full 
basement, fireplace. Garage. Natural 
gem heat. 1,350 sq. ft. Call for appolnt- 
menttovlew. Phone635.4645. 8/19p 
19"/7 Ford Van. Good condition. Good 
t im and brakes. Phone 635-3459. 
8119p 
White Water GuMIng - -  If you are in- 
terested In catching really big fish, 
please call 635-3048 anytlmell tfnp 
'FORE' THE BEST BARGAINS 
TEE OFF  WITH A CLASSIF IED AD 
Call 635-7840 
"Best  in Town!"  
Summit Square 
Apartments 
I 
One bedroom from: I Two bedroom from: 
S 1 S 325 per month  360 per month  
i 
• Attractive, spacious, with storage room. , 
• Colored appliances and fixtures. • 
• Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large balconies with screened patio doors. 
• Laundry facilities. 
• Security enter-phones and deadbolts. ' 
• Fully draped and co.ordinated to w/w carpets. 
• Six channel satellite T.V. 
• Racquet courts. : 
• Ample parking. • 
• References required. 
PhOne: 635-5968. 
F i re  - -  
continued from page 1 
Smithers, and the other  was 
caused by an abandoned camp~' 
• fire in Bear Pass (between B e0r 
Glacier and Meziadin Junction) 
and was control led by 
helicopters. ' 
As of last Friday, the Ministry 
of Forests reported that the fire 
hazard was down but four new 
fires were being fought. To date, 
157 fires in the district have 
destroYed 491 hectares of forest 
this summer .  - 
Stee lhead  
INV ITAT ION TO OFFER 
Dunw0ody  L imited,  Receiver  of  Ha ida  Travel Ho ld ings  Ltd. 
hereby invites OFFERS to Purchas~ the assets-of  the company 
commonly  known asOle ' s  Place. This  inv i tat ion  is open unti l  
the 26 day o f  August  1987. 
NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB 
Terrace, Br i t ish Co lumbia  
.55  Seat L icensed Pub 
.40  Seat Cof fee  Shop 
-~ .50  Seat  L icensed  Dining Room 
" . Ful ly  Equ ipped Kitchen 
. Located  on 2 acres on Lakelse Lake 
• Prospect ive Purchasers  are inv i ted to view the property  and 
obta in  further deta i l s  on the assets  o f fered for  sa le  by first 
contacting W.G. Harbottle at (604) 763-6700. 
Dunwoody Limited 
Suite 201.B78 BernBrd Avenue 
Kelowne, B.C., 
V lP  6P3 
(604) 763-6700 
DfJ L/M/TED 
( ~  Terrace 
Highway 
• District 
NOTICE • 
OF DISCONTINUANCE AND CLOSURE 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Section 9 of the 
Highway" Act, that the Ministry has received an 
application todicofltlnue and close a portion of road 
allowance in the area of Thornhill near Terrace. B.C. 
The land can be legally described as a portion of right- 
of-way for River Drive #23, Plan 3218, adjacent to Lol 
9, BlOck 1, Plan 3218, Dlslfict Lot 372, Range 5, 
Coast Dlslfict. 
And that such road allowance be vested, pursuant to 
Seclion 9 (2) (C) el Ibe Highway Act. 
A pl;in showing the proposed fight-~)f-way closure 
may be viewed at the following location between the 
hours of 8:30 a,m. and 4:30 p.m., Mondayto Friday 
except holidays. 
Terrace DIstricl Highways Office, No. 300-4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B,C. 
Any person having ot)jectlons or comments regarding 
this fight-of-way closure should forward same in 
writing not later than August 28, 1987 to the District 
Highways Manager, Suite No,300-4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
P.M. Wlghtman .
District Highways Manager 
For Ministry of Transporlatlon 
and Highways 
Dated a't Terrace, B,C., July 22, 1987 . 8/5c 
8/191: 
I 
Skeena 
Cel lu lose  Inc. 
INV ITAT ION TO TENDER 
QEOGRID RETAININI~ WALL FOR 
MATreoN CREEK BRIDge APPROACH 
Sealed tenders for the construction of a 
Geogrid retaining wall for Matt~on Creek 
bridge approach on the Copper River forest 
road, will be received In the office of the: 
• Project Manager 
4800 Block Kelth Avenue, 
• Terrace, B.C. 
m 
no later than 2:00 p.m. on August 26, 1987 
and will be opened In public at that time. 
Approved alternatives will be accepted at 
this time. 
Plans and specifications may be viewed 
and/or obtained after August 17, 1987 at 
Skeena Cellulose Ino., Terrace Operations 
office. 
All enquiries hould be made to Brian Shaw 
(telephone 638.3176) at Skeena Cellulose 
Inc., after 3:00 p.m, 
Tenders must be made subject to the condi- 
tions of tender and submitted on forms sup. 
plied. No tender shall be considered having 
any qualifying clause. The Ioweet or any 
tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Brian L. Shaw 
Area Planner, North 
8/19(: 
I ,--c--, o, I . . . .  
I I£ z| """'"c°'u'b" I I LAND TITLE ACT I 
I |~ .~1 Ministry of I I . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
[ ~ Attorney General I I ~ ~ l ~  ~ I 
I NOTICE TO CREDITORS I I ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
| Estate of the deceased: I I : . . . . . . .  _ I 
| Saute, Antonio, c/o Skeenavlew Lodge, | II WHEREAS, proof of lose of Duplicate Oar- II 
I 4011 Spark, Street, Terrace, B.C. I I ~ % ° n t ; e m e ~ 7 o ~  I 
I Creditors and others having claims against II~ II ~ n  been flied In this I 
I the cald estate(s), are hereby required to II I ~ aires thet I shell, at II 
I send them duly verified to the: I I ~ d a l a  tne~ I 
II , PUeL, CTRUSTEE I I I 
II 800 Hornby Street, I II ~ ~ . ' ; ; ' ; ~ ; ~ ' ~ .  I 
I Vancouver, B.c., vsz2E I I  iih;: ....... I 
| before September 26, 1987 after which date I I " . . . .  .- . . . . . . . . . .  II 
II the assets o f  the said setate(e) will be | II DATED ~ .  umce& vrmce I1' 
II dlatdbuted,'havlng regard only to claims I II ~ n l o  2~oay or 0my, 11m~ II I that bave been received. I I : I 
I S.C.Rumsey I I . . . . . . . . .  .'~. '-*"~'" I
I , Public Trust_as I I u,,o 0,,,.,, ~.,,,,.. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  "~  I 
m 
continued from page I 
conference heldat the Terrace 
Airport last Sunday to give the 
Minister of Fisheries and 
Oceans, Tom Siddon, a petition 
signed by 271 concerned sports- 
fishermen and ask how the 
ministry was going to address 
the problem of depleted steel- 
head stocks in the Skeena River 
system. 
Siddon was in the Northwest 
last weekend with Frank Oberl~, 
the Minister of Science and 
Technology, Lorne McCuish, 
I I i l l  I I I I I 
MP from Prince George/Bulk- 
ley Valley, Pat Chamut, the 
Director General for the Pacific 
Region of the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and 
DFO representative Rod Bell- 
Irving to. have a first hand look 
at the'controversial Nechako 
watershed which is involved in 
the Alcan expansion plan. 
~ Judzentis, who said he was 
'speaking on behalf of local an- 
gling, guides and  sports- 
fishermen, told Siddon that 
because of the lack of an oppor- 
tunity for the sportsfisherman to 
catch steelhead, the guiding and 
tourism industry in the Nor- 
thwest is having reservations 
cancelled and losing valuable 
tourist dolliirs. 
Siddon responded by saying 
that the federal government has 
committed over $208 million to 
a five-year Salmonid Enhance- 
ment Program and is going to 
put more emphasis on the 
enhancement of sports fish, such 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Envlroment 
APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT I 
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF 
1 THE WASTE MANAGEMENT , ACT ' ' (EFFLUENT) This application' Is to be filed with the Regional Waste Manager at 
No. 3126 Alfred Avenue, 
Bag 5000, Smlthere, B.C. 
V0J 2N0 
"any person who may be adversely affected 
• by the dlsoharge or etoregs of the waste 
may within30 days from the last date of 
• pealing, under ssotlon 3 (a) or publication, 
service or display under section 4, write to 
the manager staling how he Is affected." 
The purpose of this application Is to allow 
the surface runoff of weehdbwn material 
specifically diluted fire retardant to 
underground rock plts(2). 
1. I/We B,C. Mlnletry of Feasts and Land8 
of Beg 50(X), Smlthere, B.C., VOJ. 2NO, 
hereby apply for a permlt to dlsoharge af., 
fluent from Terrace Alr Tanker Base located 
at Terrace Airport, Terreoe~ B.C. to, 
Underground rock plta(2) ef lame and glee 
notice of appllcatlon to MI persona af. 
fected. 
2. The discharge will be located at Terrace 
Airport on the Tanker else lease area. 
,4. The rate of dlecherga wlll be: Maximum 
dally 3 cublc/metare (68Q gale) 
Average dally (based on opemtlng perlod) 
.15 cubic/meters (33 gale) , 
The operating period during which the ef- 
fluent will be discharged Is May 1 to 
September 21'annually on a p~'lod basle. 
5. The chmectedetlca of'. the effluent 
discharged shall be equivalent o or belt~' 
than diluted fire ratlerdent and aircraft 
wechdown'rasldue. (Durlng washdown pro- 
ceduree the waste fire• retprdent will be 
dlluted In exceee of 100:1 wRh water. , 
7. Dated this 30 day of July, 1987. 
B.C. MI.nlstry of Forests and,Lands 
J. Tlgchelaar Regional Air Goordlcator 
• Telephone No. 847-7474 
A copy Of this appllcatlo.n wee go.sled at th~ 
site In accordance with the Waste Manage- 
moat Regulations on July 30, 1987. • 
8/19¢ 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of  
Transpor ta t ion  and  
Highways 
H IGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
Electoral'District: Atlln Electoral District 
Highway District: Doase Lake Hlghwaya 
District 
Project or Job Number:. Project No. CM 
Project or Job Description: Cold Mix In 
Stockpile at Aeroplane Pit 
The tender sum for this project is to Include 
applicable federal and provincial selee tax. 
Tender Opening Date: August 26, 1987 
-Tender Opening Time: 2.00 p.m. 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
specifications end conditions of tender are 
available free of charge ONLY from 
Doses Lake Highways District Office 
Stlklno & Commercial Avenue, 
[)ease Lake, B.C., 
or 
Ministry of Highways, 
"Paving Branch, 
4837 Kelth Avenue." 
Terrace, B.C. 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating office: 
771.4511 
Pro-tender meeting will be held st: Dcase 
Lake Dlaldct Office, 
Corner of Stlklne & Commercial Avenue, 
I~ase Lake, B,C. 
Date/Time: August 24, 1987 at 2:00 p.m. 
Tenders wlll be opened at 
DEEse Lake Mlnletry of Trensportatlon 
& Highways 
• Comer of Commercial & 8tlklca Avenue, 
Duse Lak~ B.C. 
8/19o 
I Ill 
• i i i , i i i  
as steelhead, coho and chinooks., 
He said, "The reality of all 
the money that was invested 
over the last few years has been 
that some of the commercial 
stocks have been enhanced to  
such a level that by allowing the 
commercial fishing effort to in- 
crease in accordance with the 
population of those stocks, there 
has been a cropping of some of 
the important fish stocks." 
"But," Siddon concluded, 
contlnfied o .  page 24 
II 
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"we're changing that." that timing the opening of the 
oy ~6~Wo' k: , M ':. y"  'sao op) " I He said he hoped the province commercial fishery isn't work- River Drive, Thornhill , ; (f0rmerl AleX dy Sh ' • will cooperate with the federal ing. 0 J-L~I n' ing & n d i ~ ~ ; "I'I~B I  ~, government in "its efforts to Conservation officer Bob B r Pal : obile Sa i ng ii~: . 
develop hatcheries and spawning Hooton called the fedei-al 
channels for Sports fish, "to government's plan to build for prompt service -- ,.C.B.C. Claims ~ i  
boost the proporation of hatcheries a "humpty-dumpW" : " Call us: 
steelhead, chinook, and coho approach and one that was "ab- 635-2326 
back up to their traditional solutely, unacceptable to the ma. - .if.,. _'>¢.-Im,ir.~ ! 
share, so we don't have eveFy- jotity of sports fishermen." J ' Open 6 days a Week " • 
thing out of balance the way it "AlSo," he added, "we're too 1 
appears to have gone in the last far north and it's too cold. You - ~ 
little while." can't run a hatchery anywhere 
Chamut added to the minis- near cost -ef fect ive ly  for 
ter's comments by saying that steelhead up here. Hatcheries 
the ministry is aware of the are not an option for steelhead . , " 
problem andhefe l t theyhave  uphere." CITY OFTERRA E been successful in correcting the H  said the problem was - 
situation to a certain degree by started by hatcheries increasing ,~ 
modifying the timing of corn- the sockeye run, which increased ( ,/ 
mercial fishing openings to commercial fishing activity and  
minimize the incidental catch of also the incidental catch of ~$eC'#q~ 
sports fish. sports fish. 
" I f  you look at the escape- "The problem was started 
ment figures for coho, chinook with a hatchery and you,re not NOTI E B 
and steelhead, they havebeen going to solve it with a C OF PU LIC HEARING 
going up. So I think that it's fair hatchery," Hooton said. 
to say that the management that He also said that timing com- REZONING APPLICATION 
has been carried out has had mercial openings was ineffec- 
some success in insuring that the tive. 
incidental catch of steelhead has "The key factor is how many TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to change the Zoning from S: ' 
been reduced," Chamut said. days that the nets are in the Service Station to CS Neighbourhood Gas Bar - -  to affect the property and land 
In a subsequent interview, water, everything is proper- outlined and shaded on the accompanying map, marked Schedule "A". 
Tom Protheroe, who represents tional beyond that. It you're in CIVICADDRESS: 
and Northwest on the Sports there for two days a week, " 3504 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N9 - 
Fisheries Advistory Board, said you're taking 2/7 of the fish, 
there have been a number of fac- and if you're in there :for four LEGAL ADDRESS: 
tors involved in the decline of days a week, you're taking 4/7 LOT 1, PLAN.3460, D.L. 838, all within RANGE 5, COAST DISTRICT, 
the steelhcad population, but he of the fish. That's the bottom except PLAN 4375. 
pointed to the commercial line, " he said . THE INTENT: 
fisheries incidental catch as the Bill , , e  intent of this Rezoning Application is to PERMIT the utilization of thes i te f0r  ai 
number one Culprit. convenience/retail store, in conjunctionwith the gas station operations. 
He said a trap and weir, in- continued from a e 4 
river type of selective har~,~sfing, Bill 19 is a dip g ointment The-proposed amendment By-law may be viewed by any and all interested partiesl 
is one.of many possible s0iutions :~ pp during normal business hours (8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.), Monday to Friday, at the 
and something of a farce, not to preventing the commercial in.- • - . Municipal Offices, 
cidental catch, because of what it claims to do, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., 
Protheroe said he didn't but because of what it certainly V8G 2X8. 
believe hatcheries were the won't do. It fails to address the The public Hearing will be held on Monday, August 31, 1987 at 7:30 p,m., in the ;;~ 
answer, saying that the Babine primary reasons that people Municipal Council .Chambers, : 
Lake hatchery iswhere the prob- band together, form unions and 3215 Eby Street aforesaid. , ,; 
lem started in the first place, and sometimes strike. MichaelKelly. Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this Application may do so, in ~1 
writing, to Mayor and Council, and/or in person the evening of the sa id  " 
pplintg convenie ce t o n TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. . RobertS. Greno 
City Director 
/ ' - sCHEDULE "A" THORNHILL SCOTT AVE.  
PUBLIC MARKET 
SEARS , ~ LOT I " 
. Pick up your order l--" ~" " LO 
. Make your account LL! 
PaYments Ld z - 
. All Se~ars service available " IY < 
RIOHARDS I-  :OT 2 
CLEANERS  -,- 
1-Day service I~,~ 
GARDENLAND 
. All Perennials 30% OFF 1 
. Fruit trees & ' ~ 
shrubs 15% OFF y 
. Fresh fruits and vegetables 
bythe pound or case! " " '!! 
GIFT  SHOP • " • il 
Fiber Optic Lamps $39" 
, Jewellery & Brass 
Opening Soon!! JON'S BAKERY . . . .  
Fresh baked bread daily, buns, pastery & decorated cakes. O L S O N A V E : .  
POST OFFICE & BOOKCoRNER t 
638-1342 I I PROPOSED ZONING CHANGE:  
Open 6 Days a week from 9 a.m. - -  6 p.m, I ~ EXISTING ZONE OF SERVICE STATION IS)TO BE CHANGED 
3092 Hwy 16 Eas t ,  Terrace ' B.C. ' TO NEIGHSOURHOOD GAS BAR (CS}. ~=~ 
